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The Role and Use of the Stochastic
Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian Problem in
Control System Design
MICHAEL ATHUTS,

Abstract-The
role of the linear-quadratic stochastic control
problem in engineering design is reviewed in tutorial fashion. The
design approach is motivated by considering the control of a nonlinear uncertain plant about a desired input-output response. It is
demonstrated how a design philosophy based on 1) deterministic
perturbation control, 2 ) stochastic state estimation, and
3) linearized
stochastic control leads to anoverall closed-loop control system. The
emphasis of the paper is on the philosophy of the designprocess, the
modeling issue, and the formulationof the problem; the results are
given for the sakeof completeness, but no proofs are included. The
systematic off-line nature of the design process is stressed throughout.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE REALunderlying problem in engineering control
system design almost invaria.bly involves the on-line
feedback control of an uncertain, usually nonlinear, physical process. The engineer usually likes to work with, and
benefits from, a systematic approach to the design problem; such systematic approaches are often the outcomeof
past design experience.
Clearly, a universal engineering design a.pproach must
take into a.ccount : 1) the desired specifications, 2) actuator
and sensor constraints, 3) measurement errors, 4) actuator
errors, 5 ) design sensitivity due to plant parameter variations, 6) effects of unpredictable disturbances, 7) on-line
versus off-line computational requirements, and 8) design
simplicity.
The purpose of this paper is to indicate how the ava.ilable theory of optimal control and estimation for the socalled linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) problem provides
such a. unified design procedure. In particular, we wish t.0
stress the advantagesof this design process fromthe viewpoint of ease of computation, since the theory providesus
with equations that c.an be readily solvedby modern digital computers.Thus, the success of the designprocess
hinges on the capabilityof the engineer to nnderstand the
physics of the problem a,nd his ability to translatephysical
requirements and constraints into mathematicallanguage.
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Once this crucial “modeling” has been done, the digital
computer algorithmswill readily generatethe quantitative
details of the design.
Towa.rds this goal, this paper is structured in the
following manner. I n Section I1 we discuss the problem under
consideration in the most general terms, and we outline
the design philosophy that we shall adopt. I n Section I11
we discuss the deterministic aspectsof the design problem,
introduce the notions of the ideal input-sta,tenominal
time functions, dynamic linea.rization, provide the motivation for using quadratic criteria, and stat.e the solution
of the deterministic linear-quadratic problem. I n Section
I S %-ea.nalyze the deterministic design fromthe viewpoint
of uncertainty and sensor constraints. This leads usto the
problem of estimating the stat,e variablesof the uncertain
physica.1 process on thebasis of past measurements viathe
Kalman-Rucytheor?. In Section IV we “hook up’’ together the stochastic estimator of Section IV with thedeterministic controller of Sect.ion I11 to obtain t.he desired
compensator that transhtes actual sensor measurement.s
to commanded control inputs. Section VI contains a discussion of the results.
Of course, all the results outlined in this paper availare
able in the control literature.
Hence the hoped-for contribution of this paper is that of unification, so that an
engineer can see how seemingly diverse topics in control
theory provide a systematic computer-aided design tool.
Thus the emphasis will be on philosophy, interpretation,
and critical discussion of the interplay between physical
processes and the ma,thematical models required to apply
the powerful tools of modern control theory. We also hope
to convey the fact that this approach to design involves
both “art and science,” so that engineering c.reativity and
know-how are (as always) the key ingredients of success.
At this point, it should be stressed that the LQG approach to design is only one of many available avenues to
the control engineer. Other design philosophies are available, especially for linear constant systems. These can be
classified roughly as follom: 1) frequency-domain and
root-locus techniques; 2) pole-placementtechniques (see
[l1, for example) ; a,nd 3) deterministic compensator design
techniques (see [2], [3], for example).
There is no such thing as an
opt.ima1 design process,
since it depends very strongly on the specific application,
designer experience, and time available to do the job. The
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LQG approach hasbeen praised andcriticized (see [4]for a
critique). Only time and additional experience, a5 well as
extensions of the ava.ilable results, will settle some (but
not all!) of the current controversies.
11. THEPHYSICAL PROBLEM AND THE
DESIGN
PHILOSOPHY
We commence our specific discussion with a briefdescription of the problem of controlling a physical process
a,nd a definition of the control problem.

Fig. 1. Visualization of physical process, its subsystems, and import.ant variables.

rather than themeasurements are the key quantities that
enter in the controlproblem formulation.
We shall deal with the interconnected entityof a physiI n many cases, the time evolution of the plant state
cal plant driven by physical actuators; measurements can variables may possess certain undesirable characteristics.
be made by physicalsensors. The interconnectionis shown These may be due t o the effect of the plant disturbances
in Fig. 1, and it leads to tho notion of a physical process.
and/or a,ct.uator errors,andduetoinherent.plant,
inI ) Actuators: Theactuat,orsare physical devices that stability or sluggish response. I n such cases, one must be
translate commanded inputs (time functions that can be able to control the time evolut,ion of the plant state varispecified by the designer, e.g., commanded accelerations ables bytheadjustment
of thetimeevolution
of the
for an aerospace vehicle) into actual plant. inputs (e.g., commanded inputs (which are the only variables that can
thrust magnitudes and directions). This translation is not be externally adjusted).
exact; this is modeledby thea.ctuator uncertainties inFig.
Hence, the control system objective can loosely
be
st,ated
1. It is assumed that the actual plant inputs a n n o t be as follows.
mea.sured.
Find thetime-evolution of thecommanded inputssuch
2 ) Plant: The plant is a physical device that translates thatthe time evolution of the physical plant state variables
the actual plant inputs aswell as other plant disturbances is satisfactory for the application at hand.
(e.g., mind forces) into a set of time functions which we
shall call the physical state variables of the plant (e.g., C. Control System Structure
positions, velocities, bendingmodes). For ourpurposes,
Since the cont,rol objective hinges onthe time evolution
the plant state variables are the
keyphysicalvariables
of the physical state variables, and since we cannot sense
that govern and specify completely the current plant be- them directly in view of the sensor constraints, it is intuihavior (for example, in a nonlinear network, these are the tively obvious that the a.ct.ua1 values of the commanded
inductor flux linkages and the capacitor charges).
input.s at the present time must somehow (at least, par3) Sensors: We assumethat it is either impossible or not tially) depend upon t,he current, and perhaps past, values
desirable, for engineering reasons, to measure all the plant of the sensor measurement signals.
state variables. The physical.sensors are devices that indiThus, we are admitting right
at the start that
some
cate which physical variables (state variables and/orcom- feedback is necessary. This leads us tovisualizing that we
binations thereof) ca,n be indeed measured. However, the must construct a physical device, which we shall call the
actual sensor measurement signals are different than the compensator, whose task will be totranslatethe
act.ua1
signals that are sensed; these errors are illustrated in Fig. sensormeasurement. signals into the actual commanded
1 by thc inclusion of the sensorerror anduncertainty
inputs to the physical process. This feedback structure is
signals, which t.ake into accountthe measurement accuracy illustrated in Fig. 2 .
of any given sensor.
We can now reformulate the control objectiveof Section
The design process itself may involve the selection of 11-B as follows.
the number, type, andfidelity of at lea.st some of the actuaFind the compensator,drivenbythe
sensor measuretors and/or sensors. We shall comment later on how the ment signalsandgeneratingthe
emmanded inputs tothe
availabletheorycanaid
the designer in this selection physical process, such that the time evolution
of tk.e physical
process.
plant statevariables i s satisfactory for the application at
hand.
B . Control System Objectives
The desired behavior of the physical process as a whole D. Design Philos0ph.y

A . Ph.ysica1 Plant, Actuators, and Sensors

is often judged onthe basis of the actual timeevolution of
all or some of the physical plant state variables.Of course,
due to the sensor constraints one may not be able to deduce exactly what the plant is doing at each and every
instant of time. Nonetheless, theplantstatevariables

It should be clea,r that the design of the compensator
must hinge on: 1) natural dynamicsof the physical process
both in the absence of uncertainty (deterministic) and in
the presence of uncertainty(stochastic); 2 ) the level of
the uncertainty in the physical process (How big are the

variables and that any measurement is subject t o sensor
errors. The basic question that we a.nsmer at this step of
the design process is the following.
Constructadevice(stateestimator,
Jilter) thatgenerates
on the basis of the past sensor measurements a set of time
functions which are as close as possible to the true calues of
th.e physical plant state and output variables at any instantof
Fig. 2. Assumed structure of overall feedback control system.
time.
The way tha,t this state estimator is constructed is the
subject of Section IV. The reason that this stepis essent.ia1
probable actuator errors? How large are the plant dis- to thedesign process becomes apparent in thenext step.
StochasticFeedbackControl
SystemDesign(Step
3) :
turbances?HOTaccurateare
the sensors?); and 3) t.he
precise notion of what chamcterizes, for any given appli- Let us recapitulate for a moment on what we have concation, a. satisfactory time evolution of t.he physical plant struct,ed up to nom.
From Step 1 we have:
state va.riables.
I n point of fact, our ability to construct such a compena)an idealdeterministicset
of commanded-input
sator must depend upon our ability to predict, (exactly or
time
functions;
approximately)what the physicalplant state variables
b) an ideal det.erministic set of desired plant. statewill be doing for anygiven: 1) commanded inputtime
variable and output,t.ime funct,ions.
functions; 2) actuator errors as a function of t,ime; and 3)
plant disturbances as a function of time.
From Step 2 we have:
Clea.rlv, the design issue is clouded because it involves
the interplay between the natural dynamics of the physia) a set of est.imat.edplant st.at.eand out,put variable
cal process, the st.ochastic nature of the uncertainties, and
timefunct>ions (which are hopefully close t.0 the
the effects of the deterministic commanded inputs. Nonetrue plant sta.t.e and output. variables in the unt,heless, one can
adopt a. design philosophy that involves
certain
stochastic
environment,).
the following three basic steps.
1: Deterministicideal response
and design.
We now havet.hecapability
to compa,re the estimated
state
variables
[from
Step
2a]
to the desired state variStep 2: Stochastic estimation analysis and design.
” ,

I

step

Step 3: Stochasticfeedbackcontrolsystem

design.

ables [from Step l b ] at. each and every instant of time.
Their differences constitute a setof est,imat,eddeviations of
desired
In the rest of the paper, we shall e1aborat.e on precisely the actual plant state variables from their ideal
values at each instant of time.
wha,t we mea.n by this three-part approach.
Thus, we have an approxirna,t,e idea on how close the
Deterministic Ideal Response Analysis and Design (Step
1 ): I n this step, we pretend that t.here is absolutely no un- response of t,he physicalprocess is to it,s desired one.
I n general, due to the
presence of uncert,ainties and
certainty. That is, we suppose that: a) actuat.or errors do
not exist;b) there are no plant disturbances; c) we can plant dist<urbances, one would expect, tmoobserve such an
measure exactly all the physical plant state variables and est.imated deviation. One can now reformulate the cont.rol
output variables; d) the actuator and plant dynamics are objective as follows.
Design.thecompensator
such. tlmtallestimateddeviaknown exactly; e) all pammeter values are known exmtly.
Under these assumptions, n’e ca.npredict exactly \That the tions of the plant statevariables from theiridealdesired
plant state and output
variables will do for a,ny given com- calues are close to zero for all instants of time.
It. should be clear that ifwe keep applying the ideal
manded input.s.
If this is the case, then somehon- (and thiswill be treated determinist,ic comma.nded-input.time funct,ions [from Step
preceding objective d l not be met., since the
in detail in Sect.ion 111) we should be able to determine la] that, the
the ideal commanded inpu.ts as furrzctims of time which will deterministic input, was found under assumptions (no ungive rise to a n ideal set of plant state-pariable time responses certainty!) that.are violat.ed. Hence, one mould espect
that, the actualcommanded input,s t,o the physical process
for the application at hand.
I n short, the basic end product of this fmt st,ep of the must be somewhat different than t,he ideal det.erminist.ic
design process is t,he specification of an ideal deterministic input,s found in Step 1.
One can imaginethat thisis accomplished by constructcommanded-inputstate-variablepair
that incorporates
the
the specifications of the application and the natural con- ing a. set of control correction signals (generated on
basis of t,heestima,teddeviat.ions of t,he state variables
straints and dynamicsof the physical process.
Stoch.astic EstimationAnalysisandDesign(Step
2 ) : from theirdesired values) such that the actualcommanded
I n this part of the design process, \ye reintroduce the un- input t,o the physical process is the sum, at any instantof
time, of t,he ideal inputs obtained in Step 1 of the control
certainty into our problem. I n particular, we take into
account that we cannotmeasureall
of the plant state
corrections.
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Fig. 4. Structure of deterministic mathematical model for physical
process of Fig. 1. Underlined symbols indicate boldface.

namics are neglected; and 3) the pla,nt is modeled as a
lumped system.
1 ) Actuator-P1an.i Model: Under these assumptions the
actuator and plant are modeled by a vector differential
equa.t.ion,

This struct.ureof the compensator ca,n nowbe visualized
according to theblock diagram of Fig. 3. Hence, our control
object.ive in t.his step is as follows.
Design the controller wh.ich i s driven by theestimated
deviations of the state variables from their desired calu.es
and generates th.e control correction signuls such t1za.t the
deviation of the actua.1 state variables from their ideal aalues
i s as small as possible for all time.
As we shall see, this design approach has ma.ny significant. advanhges from the conceptual,qualit.at,ive, and
quantitative points of view.

where : x ( t ) is the plant, stmate
vect.or, an n-dimensional vector with comp0nent.s zl(t),sz(t), . . -,zn(t);u(t) is the plant
cont.ro1vector, an m-dimensional vector wit,h components
u l ( t ) , u 2 ( t )., . -,~ ( t )x0 ; = x(t0) is the initial state vector
a t t.he initialtime to; i ( t )
d / d t x ( t ) ; and f ( x ( t ) , u(t)) is
the plant nonlinearity, a vector-valued n0nlinea.r function
with component.s f I ( x ( t ) , u ( t ) ) ,f z ( x ( t ) , u ( t ) ) ,
fn(x(t),
u(t)).
Remarks: 1) The plant, is assumed to be t.imeinvariant
[;.e., f ( . ,.) does not explicitly depend on the time t ] .
Thisassumptioncan
beremoved
[i.e., x ( t ) = f ( x ( t ) ,
111. DETERMINISTIC IDE.4L RESPOKSEANALYSIS
u
(
t
)
,
t
)
replaces
(1)l.
2)
I
n
general,
actmuator
dynamics,if
AKD DESIGN
(STEP 1)
significant, canbe
absorbedtogetherwith
theplant
dynamics, thus increasing t,he dimensiona.lity of the state
A . Introduction
vector x ( t ) . 3) The function f ( ., .) contains parameters
As indicated in Section 11-D t,he first step in the prowhose values (nominal) are assumed known. 4) The funcposed design process assumes t,hat the physical process
tion f ( .,.) is assumed (for technical reasons) cont,inuous
operates in the absence of uncertainty. I n t,his section we
and a t least twice differentiable wit.h respect to its arguelaborate on t.he steps and techniques which cu1minat.e in
ment.s x ( t ) and u(t).
the determinist.ic ideal pairof input.s and associat.ed sta.t,e6) Sensor Model: We let the output vector y(t) denote
variable responses.
the r-dimensional vector that represents the signals that
Our object,ive here is to indicate that. additional noncanbemeasured.
Thus the comp0nent.s yl(t), yz(t), . -,
physical uncertaint,ies can be introduced evenif the physiy7(t) of y(t) denot,e the signals that can be measured by
ca.1 process is assumed t.o operat,e in an otherwise deterthe sensors.
minist,ic physical environment. These nonphysical uncerWe assume that ea.ch out,put variable is a t most a nontainties are the results of modeling approxima.tions. They
linear time-invariant combination of t,he stat.e variables.
lead to a st.ructure similart.0 that. of the overall stochastic
This is modeled by
problem (see Fig. 3) even if all physical plant state variables can be measured exact.ly.

B. Deterministic Modeling
It. isessentialfor the overa.11 design process that the
physical process be modeled in a quantitative number.l
This of course requires a blending of natural laws (e.g.,
Newton's law) as well as of experiment,at.ion so as t.0 determine the nominalparamet.ervalues
of the physical
process.
Quite oftZenassumptions that. are made at this point,
are: 1) act,uatordynamicsareneglected;
2) sensor dyWe do not mean to minimize t.he difficulties associat.ed with this
st.ep. Modeling is an extremely difficult process. The dynamics of
aerospace systems are verysimple and well understood as compared,
say, to the dynamics of chemical process control systenls or socioeconomic systenls. This is one of the reasons that most of t.he successful applications of the LQG techniques have been to aerospace systenls
to up
this time.

-

a ,

where g ( x ( t ) ) is called the output nonlinearity, a vectorvalued funct.ion wit.h components gl(x(t)),g z ( x ( t ) ) , . . -,

s."
Remarks: 1) Sensor dymmics, if significant,can be
incorporatedintaheplantequa.tion
(1). 2) The vector
g ( x ( t ) ) is assumed to be continuous and at least twice differentiable with respect t.0 x ( t ) (once more for technical
reasons).
The mathematical deterministic model of t,he physical
process is illustrated in Fig. 4.
C. Ideal In.put-Stute-Output Responses
Under our assumptions the follol%<ngis true. ~

i1)

the current va.lue sta.te vector x ( t ) and 2) the control input
u(.r),.r 2 t , to be applied in the future.Then 1) one citn
compute exact,ly the unique
future
state
x ( T ) , T 2 t and 2)

~
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one can compute exactly the unique future output y(.),
7 1 t.
This capability allows us to determine the ideal deterministic .input-state pair for any given initial st.ate
xo.
In general, one is interest.edin the operationof the system
over a time interval[to, TI. On the basis of t,he deterministic model one t,hen obt,ainsthe following definitions.
1) Ideal deterministic input time function:

[to, TI.
2) Ideal det.erminist.icstate txaject,ory: xo(t), t
3) Ideal determinist,ic outputtimefunction:
t € [to, TI.
These quantit,ies are rela,ted by

XO(t)

= f(xo(t),

yoGI

=

uo(t)); xo(td

dxo(t)).

=

x0

uo(t),t E

Once xo(t) has been computed, theideal output response
yo(t)-what the noiseless sensor measurements should be
if the system followed xo(t)-can be found from (3).
To proceed with our design process we shall view the
triplet of time funct.ions uo(t), xo(t), yo(t), t E [to, TI as
being precomputableso that they ca.n be st,ored inthe core
memory of a digit.al computer oron tape.

D . Con.tro1 Under the Deterministic Assumption

Let us now examine t,he interrelationship between our
deterministic
mathematical model and
the
physical
yo(t),
process which operates in a deterministic environment.
Let u(t), x ( t ) , y ( t ) denote the true input, state, and output, of the physical process. Byassumption,allcanbe
measured exactly.
Let us imagine that we conduct the following experi(3) ment.. We let

E [to,TI.

1 ) Computation of Ideal Input-Xtate Response: The designprocedurerequires that to each initia.1 state x. we
associate an input-state pair of t,ime funct.ions uo(t)and
xo(t), t E [to, TI. Theinterpretat,ion of xo(t) ist.hat it
represents the desired state evolution of the syst,em, provided t,hat t,he system initial state is xo.
In principle, uo(t)and xo(t) can be obta.ined by experience, coupled wit.h digital comput.er simulation. However,
there is a syst.emat,ic approach to the determination
of
uo(t) and xo(t) via t,he solution of a nonlinear deterministic
opt,imal cont,rol problem. This involves the definit.ion by
t.he designer of a (nonquadratic in general!) scalar-valued
cost functional,

~ ( t=
) UO(~),

t E [to, TI

(5)

tha.t, is,we excite the physical system with t,he ideal input
found in Section111-C. Let us then measure thet.rue state
x ( t ) and output, y ( t ) of the physica.1system.
The natural quest,ions that arise are the following:

Is x ( t )

=

Is y ( t )

= yo(t),

xo(t),

for all t

E [to, TI?

for all t E [to, TI?

I n general, the answer is no. The reason is that xo(t) and
yo(t) were comput.ed using a mat,hematical mode1 of t.he

physical process. However, the engineer hast.0 make some
a.pproximations(oft,en
intentionally) t.0 arriveat
t.he
mathemat.ica1 model, oftmen neglectingt.0 include second1 = d(x(T))
L ( x ( t )u, ( t > ) dt
(4) order effects.2 Even if t,he equations were exact structmally, the values of t.he parameters used in the mathematical
model are nomiml ones and the true values may be slightly
which inco6oratesanyrequirementsontheterminal
different..
I n addition, the actual initial &ateof the system
state x ( T ) bymeans of t.hepena.lty function 4 ( x ( T ) )
x(to)
may
differ slightlyfrom the ideallyassumedone
and any stat,e-variableconstraint.s,control-variable conx
o
(
t
0
)
.
straints,andoptimality criteria. inthefunction L(x(t),
It. then follows that errors in the det.erminist,ic model
u ( t ) ) . I n this case then one can formulate a deterministic
may
by themselves contribute to deviations
of the true
opt.imal control problem of the following form.
physical
plant.
state
x
(
t
)
from
its
ideal
det.erministic
one
Giventhesystem (1) andthe initial state xo. Find uo(t)
xo(t).
In
fact,,
small
initial
deviations,
caused
by
the
difand the resultant xo(t) for all t E [to,TI, such thud the cost
ference
x(to)
xo(to),
may
get
worse
and
worse
as
time
functional (4) i s minimized.
The detailed description of means of solution for this goes on.
problem falls outsidethe scope of this paper. For our purE. Determi,nistic Perturbati0.n Control Problem
poses it suffices to state the following.

+ iT

a)ThePontxyaginmaximum
principle or calculus of
variations techniques (see, for example,[4,ch. 2 1, [5, ch. 51,
[6, ch. 2,3]) can be used to obt,ain
a set of necessary conditions for optimality in the form of a nonlinear two-point
boundary-value problem.
b) A host of off-line numericaliterat,ivet,echniques
exist. (e.g., thegradientmethodand
quasilinearization
method 16, ch. 71, differential dynamic programming [7],
to mentionjusta
few) whichgeneratefor
each initial
stat.e xo the optimal control time funct.ion udt) and the

If we agreet,ha.t our design objective is t,o keep the
act.ual plant state x ( t ) near it,s ideal desired value xo(t) for
all t E [to, TI, then it is clear that the actual plant, input
u(t) must be different from t.he precomputed idea.1 input
uo(Q.
This leads to defining t.he following quantities (see Fig.
5).
1) State perturbation vector 6x(t):
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F k 5 . Conwptual structure

where ao(Sx(t), 6u(t))and &(6x(t)) denote the higher
order
terms in the Taylor
series expansions.
From the preceding we readily deduce that

Of

Underlined symbols indicate boldface.

Sx(t) 9 x ( t ) - x&).

(6)
W

2) Out.put perturbation vector 6y(t) :

+ Bo(t)Su(t)+ cKo(Sx(t), 6u(t)) (15)

In the preceding,

3) Control correction vector Su(t):
Su(t) 9 u(t)

) = Ao(t)Gx(t)

- uo(t).

(8)

As illust.rated in Fig. 5 we can imagine that the cont,rol
correctionvector Su(t) is generatedbyadet,erministic
controller3 which is possibly driven by: 1) the state perturbationvector Sx(t) and 2) the out.putpert,urbat,ion
vect,or Sy(t). Thus,eveninthisdeterministic
case, one
must use feedback cont.ro1to take care of errors that are
primarily associated with errors in modeling.
The control objective can thenbe stated asfollows.
Given Sx(t) and &y(t),3rd &u(T),7 2 t, such. that future
state Perturbationvectors, Sx(r), are m a l l for all T E [t,
TI. Find the deterministiccmtroller in Fig. 5 that will
accomplish this.

is an n X n t.ime-varying matrix which is obta.ined by
evaluatingtJheelements
of theJacobian mat,rix af/ax
along the known (precomputed) time functions xo(t) and
uo(t).

is an n X m t.ime-varying mat,rix which is obta.ined by
evaluatingthe element,s of theJacobianmatrix
af/au
along the known (precomputed) time functions xo(t) and

uo(t).
F. Linear-Quadratic Approach to the Detemnin.istic
Controller Design
Since the compensator to be designed involves a rela.tionship between 6x(t), Su(t), and 6y(t), it is nat,ural to ask
at thispoint how these quantities a.re related. The soughtfor relationship can be obtained by Taylor
series expansions Rrhich lead t o the use of dynamic 1inearizat.ionideas.
1 ) LinearizedPerturbationModel:
The determinist.ic
model for our syst,em is still employed (since we have no
ot.her!). Thus, we assume t.hat the true cont.ro1 u ( t ) , true
st,at,ex @ ) , and true out,put y(t) a.re related by

N

=

f ( x ( t ) , u(t>)

=

g(x(t)).

(9)

&X(t)= Ao(t)Sx(t)

(10)

Sy(t) = Co(t)6x(t>

Similarly, theideal nominalcontrol uo(t),state %o(t),and
ing output
by related
yo(t) are
i o @ ) = f(xo(t),

(11)

uo(t))

yo(0 = g(xo(0).

Expanding f ( x ( t ) J
u ( t ) ) ,and g ( x ( t ) ) about x o ( t ) J
Taylor series expansion me obtain
indicated

(12)
uo(t)

is an r X n time-varying matrix which is obtained by
evaluatingthe element,s of theJacobian mat,rix ag/dx
along t.he known desired strate xo(t). Equa.tions (15) and
(16),including
t.he higherorderterms,represent
the
exact4 relationship bet,ween S x ( t ) , &u(t),and Sy(t).
The linearized pert,urbat.ion model is obtained by setting
the higher order terms equal to zero in (15) and (16) to
obta,in

in a

3 We make a dist,inction between a controller and a compensator
for reasons that mill become obvious in the sequel (the compensator
mill include a controller).

+ Bo(t)6u(t)

(20)

(21)

is astandard&ate descript,ion of a linear time-varysyst,em.
Remark: The linear perturbation model (20) and (21)
represents
only
an
approximate relationship
between
8x(t), Su(t), and 6y(t), while (15) and (16) represent an
exact model.
9 ) Justification of the QuadraticCritefion.: As nre have
before, the modeling aspects of a problem represent an extremely important part of t$he design process.
Assuming that i ( t )

=

j ( x ( t ) , u ( t ) )and y(t) = g ( x ( t ) )are exact!
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The type of model is up to t,he engineer; its relative accuracy is not of primary importance as long as one knows
what a.re t,he effects of the approximations to be made.
Up t.o t.his point, the fact t,hat. the mathematical model
x ( t ) = f ( x ( t ) , u ( t ) ) was only an approximation to reality
forced us t.o introduce feedback and Do seek the feedback
controller.
At this stage, we are also fa.ced with a similar problem.
The design engineer may wish to use t.he approximate
1inea.r perturbat,ion model (20) and (21) rather than t.he
more accurate nonlinear model (15) and (16). It is really
up to him t.0 do so, provided he can anticipate the effect.s
of this choice upon t,he overalldesign.
The fact that must be kept in mind is that, one cannot
simply ignore t.he higher order terms and hope that they
are indeed going t o be small.
In order t o trust the va.lidity of the linear modd, the engineermust guaranteethatthehigher.
order termsao-(6x(t),
&u(t))and Qo(6x(t)) areindeed smull for all t E [to,TI.
To see how this philosophy leads tot,he use of qua.dratic
criteria. and the linear-quadratic optjimal cont,rol problem,
it becomes necessary t,o examine in more detail the higher
order terms.
If me use Taylor’s theorem which allows us t.o truncate
a Taylor series at an arbitrarypoint we can represent exactly the higher order terms as follows:

where +iare the natural basis vectors in %(i.e., 41’ =
[lo . . . 01) and t,he severa.1 second-deriva.tive (Hessian)
matrices are evaluat-ed at. functions i ( t ) , ii(t) which are in
general di8eren.t than xo(t) and uo(t); the values of i ( t )
and u ( t ) are, of course, ?wt provided by Taylor’s theorem.
The advantage of viewing the higher order termsin
this context, is t.hatonecanreadilysee.t.hat,theyare
quadratic in 6 x ( t ) and 6u(t). It, is also clear that they involve certain unknown parameters since we do not know
what i ( t ) and u ( t ) a,re!
This approach nom- leads to the following philosophy:
t.0 t.rust the va,lidity of the linear model, one should select
6u(t) such t,hat

LT

I/a,(sx(t), &u(t))IIdt

loT

//Qo(6x(t))lldt

=

=

minimum

minimum.

Since ao( and go( .) are quadratic in 6x(t) and
e)

way of guaranteeing this is to select 6u(t) so that the
standard quadratic cost functionalj

+

JOT

+ 6u’(t)Ro(t)6u(t)]dt

[6x’(t)Qo(t)Gx(t)

(26)

is minimized, where Fo and Qo(t)are symmetric, at least
positive semidefinit,e, matrices and Ro(t) isasymmetric
positive definite matrix.
The weighting matrices Qo(t)and Ro(t) are select.ed6by
the engineer as anupper boundto theeffects of the secondderivative matrices in (22) and (23) ; t,he matrix Fo and
the t e r m i d penalty cost 6x’(T)Fo6x(T)are often included
to insure trhat the 6x(t) stay near zero near the t.ermina1
time when t.he current. actions of 6u(t) a,re not as st,ronglg
felt (since t,hey take time toexcite the system).
We cansee that, the state-dependent, part
[6x’(T)Fa6x(T)
and 6x’(t)Qo(t)6x(t)]of the quadratic cost functional are
consistentwith
the controlobjective of Section 111-E
which was to keep 6 x ( t ) small. The difference is t.hat the
vague “smallness” requirement has been translat,ed into
something very specific, namely, t.0 a qua.dra.t.icpenalty
onthestate
deviations 6x(t) fromt,heirdesired
zero
values.
The preceding a.rguments have hopefully communicated
to t,hereader the notion that, quadratiacriteriacan
be
used to keep a linear model as honest as possible. If the
designer loved to work with nonlinear differential equations
t,ha,t were quadratic, then t,he Taylor series should have
been t.erminated at the cubic terms and a cubic criterion
should have been used t.o validate the quadra.t.ic model.
Since the linear-quadrat,icproblem has a. nice solut,ion,
it. may not be necessary to increase the complexity of the
perturbation differential equation model further than the
linear one.

G. FormalStatement
and Solution of the Deterministic
Linear-Quadratic Problem
Using t.he preceding philosophy (i.e., keeping our linearized model honest) we have arrived at. the following precise mathematical optimiza,tion problem.
1 ) DeterministicLinearQuadratic P1-oblem: Givent.he
1inea.rdeterministic t,ime-varying syst,em

and given a fixed time intervalof interest t E [to, TI. Find
the control perturbationvector 6u(t), t E [to, TI, such
that the following determinist.id quadratic cost. funct-ional
is minimized:
One could also include a cross term qf the fo? Gx’(t)F&)6u(t)
in the integrand of (26). This causes no a c u l t y m its solution (see,
for example, Bryson and Ho, [6, ch. 5, pp. 16j-lSSlL
6 The selection of the meight.ing matrices wlll be discussed in Section 111-1.
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Jo = Gx’(T)FoGx(T)

+ ST[6xf(t)Qo(t)6x(t) + 6Ut(t)R0(t)6U(t)]dt
to

1971

NOMINAL INPUT %it), tc [tO,T]
NOMINAL STATE x,lt).Ie

(2s)

[to,q

NOYlNbL
INPUT

NOMlN4L
STATE

where

Fo

=

Fo’ 2 0

(n X n matrix)
(29)

Qo(t)

=

%(t) =

Qo‘(t) 2 0, for all t E [h, T ] (n X n matrix)
(30)

Ro’(t)

> 0,

for all t

TIYE-VARYINGGAIN
COHTROLLER (LINEAR1

E [to,TI (m X m matrix).

Fig. 6. Struct,ure of deterministicfeedbackcontrol
system for
general time-varying case. Kote that uo(t),x&), and control gain
matrix Go(t)are precomputable. Underlined symbols indicate boldProblem: The optimal
face.

(31)

2) Solution. of the L i n e a l - Q d r a t i c
controlpert.urbationvector 6u(t) is related t,o the stat.e
perturbationvector 6 x ( t ) by means of the linear t.imevarying feedback relationship
6u(t) = -Go(t) 6x(t)

(32)

where Go(t) is an m X n time-varying control gain mat.rix.
The value of Go(t)is given by
.

- Ko(0 =

dt

-KO(t)Ao(t) - Ao’(t)Ko(t) - Qo(t)

+ Ro(t)Bo(t)Ro-’(t)Bo’(t)Ro(t)(34)
subject to the boundary condition at the t,erminal time T

&(T)

=

Fo.

Step 1: The engineer arrives at a determinist$icmodel
I;.@) = M t ) , u(t)).
Step 2: The engineer determines t.he time functions
uo(t)and xo(t) for all t E [to, T ] (for example, by select,ing
the cost functional (4)and solving the resultant. optimal

.

where the n X n matrix Ko(t) is the solution of t,he Riccati
matrix differential equation
d

1) Bfodeling:

(35)

3) Method3 of Proof: There are several ways of proving
t-he preceding result. One way is using the maxinmm
principle and bysubsequent, manipulationof t,he necessary
conditions (see, for example, [a, pp. 756-7631, [6, pp. 14s1521, and t,he original work by Kalman [SI). Another way
is through the use of t.he Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial different,ial equat.ion (see, for example, [5, pp. 7647661, [6, pp. 152-1531, [9], and [lo, pp. 23-25]). Another
method is related to complet,ing squares (see, for example,
[l,pp. 130-1411). Another solut,ion method [12] assumes
that, the optimalcont.ro1is linear and of the form (32) and
carries out a paramet.eropt,imization t o determine the
matrix Go(t).The result can also be obt,ained through the
use of the projection theorem (see, for example, [13]).

Step 3: The engineer selects t,he weighting mat.rices
criterion (28).

F ~ Q, ~ ( ~ R) , ~ (in~t,lle
)

2 ) Off-Lim Computations:
Step 4: From
the
equations
selected
in Steps 1 and 2
onecomputes the matrices Ao(t) and Bo(t) according to
(17) and(1s);at t,his stepthelinearsystem
(27) is det’ermined.

Step 5: The matrices Ao(t), Bo(t), Qo(t), &(t) are the
coefficient.s of the Riccati
equation
(34),
a.nd Fot,he
is
boundary condition (35). Hence, one can numerically int.egrat,e the Riccatiequation(34),backwardintime,
to
obtain the matrix&(t) for all t E [tP,TI and Go(t)by (33).
3 ) On--Li.ne Conzputations (see Fig. 6):

Step 6: Measure the t,ruest.ate x ( t ) ; subtract xo(t)
(precomputed in Step 2 from x ( t ) to find &x($)).
Step 7: Here we compute on-line 6u(t) by 6u(t) =
-Go(t)6x(t); only a matrix-vector multiplicationis required in real time, since Go(t) has been precomputed in
Step 5.
Step 8: Compute t,he true cont.rol input, u(t) by u(t)
= uo(t)
Gu(t) (recall that, uo(t) n-as precomputedin
St.ep 2).
Apart from t.he obvious difficukies t,hat naturally occur
in t,he modeling part of this design process (Steps 1, 2, and
H . Discussion
3), the only practical deficiency of t.his scheme is associated
The solution of the determinist,ic 1inea.r-quadra.t,ic with the fact that. we can-not measure the true state vector
problem provides us with a det.erministic feedback design x ( t ) (see St.ep 6). This fact, alone provides us withsufficient.
that at.tempts t<o null outdeviations of thetruestate
mot.ivat.ion to examine the stochastic aspects of t,he probx ( t ) from itsideal response xo(t). Fig. 6 shows the structure lem in Section IV.
of this overall system.
From a practical viewpoint this deterministic design is I . Selection of the Weighting Matrices Qo(t), Ro(t),Fo
appealing because the controlgainmatrix
Go(t) can be
The select.ionof the weighting mat.rices in the quadratic
precomputed complet.ely. To stress t,his point we outline criterion (26) is not a simple matter. Usually they are
t.he steps t,hat mustbe followed.
select.edby t,he designer on thebasis of engineering experi-

+

where #(t) is the costate vector.
Let us suppose t,hen that --e use the maximum principle
to deduce the necessary condit,ions for optinmlity and then
apply an it.erat,ive algorithm t.0 solve the nonlinear tmopoint boundarg-value problem. As rve remarked in Section III-C, this procedure will yield t,he optimal control

enluated not at, xo(t),go(t),uo(t),but at. some ot,her time
functions that are not kn0n.n (as it, mas t.he case wit.11 the
approach of keeping the 1inearizat.ions honest). Konetheless, this approach can often give the designer some clue
as to t.he way these weight.ing mat,rices should be selected
(see also [21]).
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J . Tim-Invariant Version
There is a subclass of control problems that can be attacked using the same philosophyand thatlead to an even
simpler realizat.ion, namely,involving the use of linear
time-invariant. gains in thefeedback loops. We shall briefly
outline this class of problems in the following paragraphs.
This class of problems is characterized by attempt,ingto
control a nonlinear time-invariant
syst,em about a consta.nt
equilibrium condition (or set point.). A typical exa.mple is
the design of an aut.opilot. for an aircraft. at steady flight
(constant alt,it,ude, constant speed). For such problems, a
repeat. of t.he designphilosophy lea.ds toperhrbation
models with constant,coefficients, and t.he use of an appropriate quadratic criterion leads to a const,ant gain linear
feedback control system.
To be precise, letus suppose that the mat,hematical
model of t-hephysical processis, as before, described by the
nonlinear differential equation

I;.(t) = M t ) , W ) .

(36)

Let. x. and uo be two constant vectors 1vit.h the pr0pert.y
t,hat
f(x0,

(37)

uo) = 0.

This implies t.hat. if the system (36) starts at. the initial
&ate x(to) = x0 and if we apply the control

u(t) = uo = const.ant for
all

t

(38)

x ( t ) = x. = constant for all t.

(39)

then (theoretically!)

j~=

[6x’(t)Qo6x(t)

Su(t) = u(t) - uo

(stat,eperturbationvector)

6i(t) =

AoGx(t)

6X(t) = AoSx(t)

+ BoSu(t).

+ Bo6u(t)

(45)

find 6u(t), t E [b, a ] such that the quadratic cost functional

30=

Jm

+

[tix’(t)Q06x(t) Gu’(t)RoGu(t)]
dt

(46)

In (46) the const,ant mat,rices

is

Qo = Qo’

2 0; Ro

=

Ro‘

>0

(47)

are select,ed by the engineer.
2 ) Solution: The opt.ima1 cont.rol correction vect,or 6u(t)
is generatedfrom theactualstateperturbationvector
6x(t) by a linearconst,ant.gain feedbackconfiguration

Su(t) = -f306x(t)

(48)

where G o is a. constant m X n feedback gain matrix

Ro-1Bo’ko

(49)

K O is a constant symmetric positive definite n X n
matrix which is the solution of the a.lgebraicmatrix Riccati
equa.tion

(40) and

(control correction vector). (41)

The approximate linearized model is

(44)

-

G o =

- x.

+ Gu’(t)R~Gu(t)]
dt

where Qo and Ro areconstant,weightingmatrices
that
must once more be selected by the designer. The terminal
time is selected t.0 be a ,because there is no natural final
time associated withkeeping thesystemnearitsideal
constant. equilibriumcondition.
I n t.he cost funct,ional the const.ant state weighting mat.rix Qo is selected to be symmetric and at least positive
semidefinite; the constant control weighting matrix Ro is
selected to be symmetric and positivedefinite. Under t,hese
assumptions the value of j o is nonnegative.
One can anticipat.e at. t.his point that the optimal 6u(t)
must. lead to a stable system; heuristically, this is so because the minimum value of j o must be hit.e. Thisimplies
that Sx(t)
0 as t + a. For t.his reason, aterminal
weighting mat.rix Fo [compare (44) with (2S)j need not be
included in this problem formulation.
1 ) Formal Statemmt of the Optimization. Problem:Given
t,he linear time-invariant system

define
6x(t) = x(t)

1971

series at the qua.dratic t.erm, then the second-derivative
matrices [see (22)] are oncemore
constant(but
unknown). Thus, to minimize the effects of the approximat.ions one is led to minimize the cost functional

0

Under
these conditions, one
can
interpret,
x. asthe ideal
equilibrium state of t,he processand uoas theideal equilibrium
input
to
t.he system. Thus, x. and uo play now t.he
role of the time functions xo(t) and uo(t) of Section III-C.
The philosophy of control is t,he same as before. Applicat,ion of uoitself A11 not be enough to have x(t) stay at,x.
due to modeling errors. Hence, one needst o devise a feedback system that will indeed keep x ( t ) near x. forever.
The philosophy of obtaining an approximate 1inea.r
model and using a quadratic cost. functional to keep the
1ineariza.tionhonest. can be repeated in thiscase. Thus, we

CONTROL, DECEMBER

0 =

-KO& - Ao‘Ko - Qo

+ KoBoRo-’Bo’Ko.

(50)

(42) The struct,ure of t,he time-invariant deterministic control
system is shown in Fig. 7.
In t.his case, the mat.ricesA. and Boare constant matrices;
3 ) Remarks: The existence and uniqueness of solution
the reason is that t.hey are defined as
for the preceding problem are guarant,eed by thefollowing
assumpt,ions: a) [A,, Bo]is acontrollable pair; b) [Ao,
(43) Q01‘2] is an observable pair. Under these assumptions the
closed-loop syst,em
Clearly, these time-invariant Jacobian matrices are evalu6X(t) = [Ao - &Go] 6x(t)
ated at the constant equilibrium
pa.ir X O , UO.
If we useTaylor’stheorem
totruncat,e t.he Taylor is asymptotically stable in the large, i.e., all of the eigen-

.:

.,
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I D E A L CONSTANT

IDEAL CONSTbNT
i

STATE

INPUT
YO

TRU:

X0

;,;PUT

PROCESS

CONSTANT GAIN
CONTROLLER
ILINEARI

Fig. 7. Structure of deterministic feedback control system for timeinvariant infinite-time case. Note that vectors uo(t),x&) are constant and precomputable; also gain matrix GOis const.ant andpreputable. Underlined symbols indicate boldface.

values of [A0 - BOGo]are in the lefbhalf complex plane.
The derivations of these results can be found in many
places (see, forexample, [5, pp. 771-7761, [e, pp. 1671681, [14], [151, and [ill).
4) Computation of K O : Therearemanytechniques
availableforcomputing
K O . Onetechniquethat,
brings
into focus t.he relation between the Riccati matrix differenbial equat,ion (34) and the a1gebra.k Riccatiequation
(50) is t.he following.
The sought-for matrix
is given by

KO

KO=

lim

Ko(7)

(51)

t+m

where &(T) is the solution of the matrix Rjccati differential equation

-

IZo(7)B,Ro-1Bo~R(7) (52)

with the initial condition

t,he deterministic design step was that exact measurement
of all state variables was necessary. This is seldom the case
in pract.ica1 applications.
Even if one could measure all of
state
the
variables,
one has touse physical sensors t.0 carry out thesemeasurements. Thus, t.his uncertaint,y in measurement mustsomehow be t,aken intoaccount.
I n although
addition,
the deterministic
approa.ch
admitted errors in modeling~. (necessit,ating
- feedback) it did
not, explicit.ly t,ake into account. errors inbroduced by t,he
actuators; furthermore, it. did not t.ake into account. that
in many practical applications there are disturbance input.s
acting upon the physical process, which are not generated
by thecont,rol system (e.g., wind gusts acting uponan a.irplane).
I n this section we shall present. the common means by
which such “input” and “sensor” errors are int,roduced in
the design process, and how t,hey affect the genemtion of
an estimate ?(t) of t,he true state vector ~ ( t )through
,
t,he
use of the Kalman-Bucy filter. Towards this goal we present in Section IV-B some philosophical remarks pertaining to theuse of whit,e noise t o model uncert,ainties in the
design process. I n Sect,ion IV-C we formulate t.he combined
modeling problem of using linearized dynamics and whit,e
Gaussian noise. I n SectionIV-D we discuss t.he linearGaussian e d m a t i o n problem and state its
solut.ion via the
Kalman-Bucy filter. Finally, in Section IV-E we discuss
the st.eady-state Kalman-Bucy filter which has great appeal from a practical implementation viewpoint..

B. Use of White Noise
It is common engineering practice t,o use a probabilistic

a.pproach to t.he modeling and implicat.ions of physica.1
uncerhinty. The reason is that a probabilistic a.pproach is
chamcterized by the existence of a.n extensive mathematAdditional techniques are a.vailable t.hat, deal directly
ical theory which has been already developed. Ahernate
with the algebraic Riccati equat,ion.References[16] t.0 approaches t o uncert,ainty (e.g., via. fuzzy sets, bounded
[19] representtypica.1approaches to thisproblem.
but unknown uncertaint.y) have not asyet. reached, from a
5 ) Remarks: If we examine Fig. 7 we note t,ha.tt,here are mathematical viemToint, t.he theoretical sophistication of
no difEculties in storing xo, uo, and do since they are all the probabilist.ic approach.
constant and precomputa.ble. From a practical viewpoint,
In the design of dynarnica.1systems t.he continuous ext,he feedback controller can be
an analog one, since the istence in time of plant dist.urbances and sensor errors is
components of 6x(t) need only be multiplied by the con- modeled by represent,ing these uncertain t.ime functions
stant ga.in elements of do.
by means of random processes. For example, suppose t.hat
The only practical disadvant,age is, a.s before, that we n ( t ) is arandom process which represents t.he “noise”
requiret.he exact. measurement of t,hefull state vector t>hat,is int.roduced by a sensor a t a.ny time t. Hence, we can
x ( t ) . This ingeneral isnot possible. For t.his reason we must model sensor uncert.ainty by
proceed to the next. step of the design process which deals
v i t h t,he development. of techniques that yield a good estimate ?(t) of the actua,l st&e x ( t ) .
where at, time t , z ( t ) is t,he actual sensor measurement, s ( t )
is t.he actua.1 signal t,o be measured, and ? 2 ( t ) is addibive
measurement noise.
rv. STOCH-4STIC ESTIMATION
ANALYSIS
The sta.tistica1 properties of n ( t ) in essence define the
AKD DESIGN(STEP 2)
accuracy of the sensor at t.ime t. At any time tl, the scalar
A . Introduction
?z.(tl) is viewed as a ra.ndom variable. ItJsprobability density
function p(n(t1)) summarizes the statistical knowledge at.
Wehave seen that evenunder the det,erministicassumption me require a feedback controller to take care of time t1. However, since n(t) is associated with a particular
errors in modeling. The mainpracticaldisadvantage
of sensor, one must, also specify any statist.ica1 properties of

Ko(0) = 0.

(53)
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the random variables n(tl) and n(&) at. any two distinct,
instants of time tl and tz. Such st,atistical information is
specified by the joint. probability density function p(72(t1),
n(tz))of the random variables n.(tl) and n(Q.
If n ( t l ) and n(h) are dependent,, then from Bayed rule
we have

(55)
which loosely implies that if we have observed n(tl) then
we can say something about,n(&),e.g., estimate its
average
va.lue, before we actually measure n(h).
If on t.he ot,herhand, n(t1) and n ( k ) are independent (uncorrelated in the Gaussian ca.se), then

p(n.(td,n(f2))= P ( W )

~ ( 7 d t d )

(56)

and Bayes’ rule yields

P(n.(h)/?w) = p(dh>)

(57)

which means t.hat the fact, that. we have already observed
n(tl) does not, help us at all t.0 improveour knowledge
about n (tz).
These properties have significant implieatlions from t,he
point of vien- of the hardware and soft.ware t.hat we have
to utilize inour control syst.em. If a sensor noise is modeled
as a correlat,ed random process, then we must. expect, some
sort of estimat.ion algorithm (based on (5.5)) which attempt>st o guess properties of future values of sensor noise
ba.sed upon past measurements. If this canbe done (at t.he
expense of, perhaps excessive, on-line comput.a,t,ion)one
can expect, an improved “noise removing filter.”
If on the other hand, we model t.he noise .rz(t) as “uncorrelated,” then past measurements do not. help us a t all
in future guessing. I n this case, the noise is unpredictable
and no estimation algorit.hm that attempt,s to guess future
values of the noise is required (and noon-line computations
are required in this respect.).
The preceding discussion dealt with thet.imestructure of
the noise n(t). Let. us return to the statisticalproperties of
the noise at, any instant,
of time tl. As we ment.ioned before,
this st.at.istica1information is conta.ined in the probability
density function p(n(tl)). It is well knonm that two im-

portant statistical psrameters (from an engineering viewpoint) are the mean

model the random process n(t) as continuous time white
noise, then this corresponds in viewing the uncertaint,y as
being t,he most. unpredictable possible one. I n order words,
almost not,hing can be said about white noise.
From a mathematicalvien-point a continuous time white
noise process is a Gaussian one,a.nd hence it,s density funct,ion is uniquely defined by its mean and variance. A
Gaussian white noise a.t any time tl is a. ra.ndom va.riable
u i t h infinite variance (t,his means that its mean value is
a.lmost. useless for guessing purposes).Furthermore, the
random vaiables n ( t 1 ) and n(t2), tl # tz, are independent
for all t l , t2 (hence, past measurements donot, help in fut>ure
predicbion).
Thus, if an engineer models a physica.1 uncerbaint,y by
means of white noise, then (loosely speaking) he is communicating tothe
matjhemat.ics that. he is relatively
ignorant about, the uncertainty. I n part,icular, he is preventing the mathematicsfromrequiringany
secondguessing est,imat,ion algorithm that contributes t:, the
complexity of t8hesyst.em.
Of course, white noise is a mat.hematica1 fict.ion. The
engineer usually knows much more about. the uncert.ainty
than he may care t,o communicate t.o t,he mat,hemat.ics.
He may choose to do so for two main rea.sons: a) to ca.rry
out a worse case t,ype design (because of t.he in6nit.e variance); b) t.0 minimize future guessing by complex estimation algorit,hms.
It is the opinion of t.he aut,hor that, t,he use of white
noise in cont.ro1 system design isprimarilya
modeling
issue. The engineer has to make a judgment on how to
model uncert,ainties via white noise. There are not available cook-book procedures for doing this; the success of
t.he design depends on the ability of t,he engineer t>oknow
t.he physics of his problem and t.0 subjectively translate
t,hisintomathematicalprobabilistic
models. We shall
comment on t,hese problems in Section ILr-G in some more
det,ail.
2 ) Mathemutical Description of White Noise: The mat,hematical specifica,tion of white noise is as follom.
Let n ( t ) be a vector-valued white noise process. Then
n(t) is Gaussian wit,h mean

and covariance matrix
cov[n(t); n ( 7 ) ] = E { n ( t ) n ’ ( ~ ) =
f N(t)G(t -

-qn(t1)]

(58)

A(t1)

and t,he va.riance
va.r [n.(tl)1

E( (n(tl) -

+1(t1)2}.

(”)

The mean %(tl) is what. we would expect to see on the
average. Thevariance helps usunderstand how much
this average ii(tl) is to be believed. A large variance means
that. the actualva.lue n(tl) (in any given experiment,) may
be way off (with a large probability) from its mean value.
A small variance means that the mean is a prett.y good
guess.
I) Meaning of Continuous Time WhiteNoise: If we

7)

(61)

where

N(t)
=

1971

=

N’(1) 2 0.

(62)

We sha,ll call N(t) the intensity matrix of the white noise;
essen6ially it. governs the magnitude of t,he delta function
in (61). If N(1) = N = const,a,nt,for all t , t,hen we deal with
stationary white noise. I n t,his case, one ca.n give an alternat.e int,erpretation to whitenoise by means of its spect,ral
densit.y function. If n(t), and hence N , are scalars, then
its spectral densit,. is equal t,o AT for all frequencies (con&ant power for all frequencies) and hence a continuous
white noise process is characterized by infinite avera.ge
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power (see [22, pp. 109-1151, [23, pp. 81-85], [24, pp. 29321). Thus, the value of N governs the strengt,h of the
white noise process in terms of the power level at each
frequency; the 1a.rgerthe value of hT, the stxonger t,he noise
a.nd the more pronounced a.re its effects upon a. system.

C. Stochastic Modeling for Control System Design
Let, usnow ret.urn t.0 t.he modeling issues associated with
the cont.rol system design problem.
1 ) Actuator-Plant-In.put
Disturbance
Models:
Recall
that in t.he deterministic version the relation of the true
command input to the actua.t.or u(t) and tha.t t.he true
plant state x ( t ) were relat.ed by the determinist.ic model
(see (1))

X(t> = f(x(t), u(t)>.

(63)

In the stochastic case we can model’ the act.uator-plant,
inputdisturbancepart
of our physical process by the
st,ochast,icdifferential equa.t,ion

X(t> = M t ) , 4 t ) )

+ f(t)

(65)

+ e,(t>

(66)

or, in vectornot.at,ion,

~ ( t =) y ( t )

+ e(o

=

g(x(t))

+ e(t>

(67)

where O(t) is vector-valued -7hit.e noise. Once more, sensor
errors are modeled by the worst possible type of noise.
3 ) Initial Uncertainty: In the deterministic context n7e
assume that, t.he init.ia.1st.at.e of the plant x(&) A x0 was
known. Since the st,ate variables cannot be measured, we
can no longer make t.his assumpt,ion. The simplest way of
modeling this is to view the init,ial state x. as a vectorvalued Gaussian random variable.It>smean and covariance
matrix represent. our a priori information about t,he initia.1
conditions of our plant.
4 ) Statistical Description.: We ca.n see t.hat the uncertainty in t.he overall physical process has been modeled
in three separatepart,s.
Initial uncertainty: The initia,l stat,e x0 is viewed
as a random variable.
Plant. uncertainty: The system
is driven by the
white noise f ( t ) which implies tha.t i ( t ) has an unpredictable component.
Measurement uncertainty: The output vect,oris
corrupted by the addit,ive white noise e@), so t h a t
the measurement vector z ( t ) has an unpredict,able
component.

(64)

where f ( t ) is a cont,inuous time white noise process. The
addition of f ( t ) t>othe otherwise determinist,ic model (63)
implies that the engineer is communicating to the mat,hemat>ics one or more of t,he folloming “facts of life”: a)
that,thereare
addit>ionalst.0chast.kdisturbances
that
drive the system; b) tha.t
t.he deterministic equations may
be in error due t.0 oversimplification; e) t,hat some of the
parameters in f ( . ,- ) may not. be exact, (true parameters
may vary from their nominal values) ; d) t,hat, the actuators introduce errors.
If we examine (64) we can see tjhat since f ( t ) is white,
then x(t) can cha.nge, in pa.rt, in an unpredictable way.
The determinist.ic part.of the equat.ion, f ( x ( t ) , u ( t ) ) ,representsthecontribution
of ourcompletelypredictable
model; t,he stochast.ic part.of t,he equation f ( t ) stresses the
unpredictable element, of the real world. Loosely speaking,
the use of (64) is a way of saying t.0 t.he mathematics
“watch out,! The deterministic equat.ion is in error, but
I will not tell you the structure of the error, so t,hat, you
nil1 not try t.o second-guess it in t.he fut.ure.”
2 ) Sensor&lodeling: Recalltha.t inthe det,erministic
case the typeof sensors t,hat could be used ledto t.he definit,ion of t,he out,putvect.or y(t) whose components were t.he
signals that could be measured by t.he available sensors.
The deterministic model was [see (2) ]
!At> = g ( x ( t ) )

zi(t> = yi(t)

quantitative description of this uncertainty is as
follows.
The initial sta.t.e vector is Gaussian with known mean
and cova.ria.ncematrix, i.e.,

E{X O )

Z0

(assumed known)

cov[xo; x01 A E{ (x0 - XO)(XO - X0)’]

(68)
=

zo

(assumed known) Zo = Bo’ 2 0. (69)
Theplantdriving noise f ( t ) iswhite,Gaussian,with
zero mean and known covariance mat.rix for all t 2 to, i.e.,

E{ ~ ( t ) =
) 0,
c o v [ f ( t ) ;<(.)I

s(t)

= ~ ’ ( t2
)

0,

for
all

t 2 to

(70)

E { c ( t ) f ’ ( ~ ) ) s(t)6(t for all t 2

to

T)

(71)

(assumed known).

The measurement noise e(t) is white,Gaussian,with
zero mean and known covariance matrrixfor all t 2 to, i.e.,

E{e ( t ) )

=

0,

for
all

t

2

to

(72)

cov[e(t);e ( T ) ] E{e(t)e’(T)j = o(t)6(t- ). (73)
The simplest way of modeling sensor errors is to assume
that the sensor that measures t,he output. variable y f ( t )
O ( t ) = O’(t) > 0 ,
for all t 2 to (knonx).
yields the measurement, (dat.a)signal zi(t) which equals
Furthermore, one usually a.ssumes that, xo, t ( t ) , and e(7)
yi(t) and a.dditive white noise e,(t)
are mutually independent, i.e.,
This is the simplest possible model; more complex models have

also been considered, e.g.,

X(t)

=

A m , W ) + H ( W , u(t))$(t)

where f ( t ) is white noise or alternate represent.ations using Wiener
processes (see [22, pp. 149-1691, [23, pp. 93-1401, [X,
pp. 444361).

c o v [ f ( t;) 9 ( ~ ) =
] 0,

for all t,

T

2 to.

(76)

~

~~

~

~

r

-

_
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This assumption is reasonable in most physical applications.
We shall discuss later the selection of t.he intensit,y matrices s(t) and O ( t ) , which govern the “strength” of t,he
white noise processes t ( t ) a.nd e(t), respectively, as well as
of the init.ia1covariance matrix Bo.
Fig. 8. On-line generat,ion of signal 6z(t) from actual sensor signal
z ( t ) and precomputed ideal outputyo@).Underlined symbols indi5 ) LinearizedDynamicsModeli.ng:
Letus recall t,hat
cate boldface.
one of the byproduct,s of t,he deterministic a.nalysis wa.s
t o specify an ideal determinist,ic t,ime funct.ion uo(t),an
ideal determinist.ic state response xo(t), and an ideal out,put
response yo(t) for all t E [to, TI.Our control syst.enl objective was t.0 augment, uo(t) by the control correction vector
6u(t) so Ohat the commanded control u(t) = uo(t) 6u(t) simply by ignoring cyo( .) a.nd PO( in (81) and (83), respechad the property that the state deviation vector 6 x ( t ) = tively.
x ( t ) - xo(t) was small for all t E [to, TI.
To be sure, (84) and (85) represent only approximations
Our cont.ro1 objectivehas
not changed except that to (81) a.nd (83). However, b0t.h equations cont,ain the
x @ ) , u(t), 6 x ( t ) , and 6u(t) are now random processes white noise driving term which a t least is a “flag” to the
rather than det.erminisbic.We would still expect to gener- mathematics that the linearized equat.ions are “in error.”
ate 6u(t) by means of some feedback arrangement which
MTecan now see even more clearly the role of t,he white
is based on trhe act.ualsensor measurements z(t).
noises in modeling. Up to this point, t,he noise t ( t ) could
Let us also recall t,hat associated nith the ideal state be used t o model inputuncertaintiesanddeterministic
response xo(t) we had an ideal measurement. vector yo(t) modeling errors. Kow we see that it can also be used t o
[see (4)] and an out,put perturbation vector 6y(t) = y(t) model t,hefa.ct that the higher order terms have been
- yo(t) [see (711.
neglected in theuse of (84) instead of (81).Thus, thechoice
Since our measurement vector is given by z(t) = y ( t )
of the covariance matrix for T(t)
e(t), t,hen

+

e )

+

z(t) = yo(t)

+ ~ ( t +) e(t>.

(77)

+ 6z(t)

(78)

Arbitrarily we define
z(t)

zo(t)

where
zoG>

yo(t> = g(xa(t))

(79)

+ e(t).

(80)

a.nd
6z(t) = 6y(t)

Kote t.hat zo(t) is a determinist.ic precomputable qua.ntity
(see Fig. 8). Hence 6z(t) can be evaluated.
A repeat of t.he development of the Taylor series espansions about xo(t), uo(t),yo(t), using the stochastic models
leads to t,he following set of equations:

+

s i @ ) = Ao(t)Gx(t) Bo(t)6u(t)

+
co(t.)6~(t)
+ e(t) + p o ( w t ) ) .

6y(O = Co(t)Wt)

wt)

=

+ a ) + ao@x(t), 6u(t))

Q O ( W O >

(81)
(82)

(83)

I n (81)-(83) notet.he following. a)The mat,rices Ao(t),
Bo(t),Co(t) are still given by (17), (18), and (19), respectively. They are det.erministic and precomputable. b) The
vectors (yo(. ,.) and eo(.) represent- the effects of the quadratic andhigher order terms; they are
stochastic processes,
since at.least 6x(t) isastochastic
process (for part-ial
justification see, for example, [25] and 123, pp. 336-3401).
Once more we define the linearizedstochastic (approximate) model by

i.e., the value of ~ ( t selected
)
by the designer, should incorporat,e his judgment on the import,ance of the higher
order terms in the va.lidity of the linearized model. Thus,
t.he “morenonlinear” the systemdynamics, the larger
s(t) should be used.
The m7hit.e noise O ( t ) (assumed independent of t ( t ) ) in
the observat,ionequat,ion (85) playsasimilar role. Not
only should it reflect the inherent uncert.ainty of the measurements due to sensor inaccuracies, but it should also
be used t.0 model the implications of neglecting Po(-) in
(83) to obtain t.he linear equation (85). Since
then t.he more nonlinear the output, nonlinearityg ( x ( t ) ) is,
the “larger” @(t) should be select.ed.
Admit.t.edly, we are cheat,ing in ourquest for linear
models. However, the use of white noises allows us to
communicate tothe ma.thematicsourestimate
of the
“degree of cheating.” This is extremely import.ant,because
as we shall see in the next section we shall a.sk some very
precise questions of the mathematics. If me ask precise but
stupid questions, we shall get precise but. stupid a.nswers!

D. Estimation (Filtering)Problem
We have seen in Fig. 8 that we can construct the signal
6z(t) from the actual sensor measurement z(t). The &ate
perturbation 6x(t) is still t.he deviat.ion of the act.ual stat,e
x(t) from t.he desired ideal st.at,e response x0(t). However,
6 x ( t ) cannot be measured directly;it is relat.ed, however, t o
the available signal 6z(t) by (85). The fut.ure evolution of
6 x ( t ) can be influenced by t.he control correction vector
8u(t) according to (84).

_
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.
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R e st,ill want. t o keep 6x(t) small by selecting 6u(t).
We have seen how t,his can be done in the deterministic
ca.sc if 6 x ( t ) were known. Since in this case 6 x ( t ) is not direct.ly available, then we can ask the following question.
I s it possible to gen.erafe a ((good” estimate 6 i ( t ) of 6 x ( t ) ,
based un. the measure.ments made u p to time t, for any given
tim.e function 6u(t)?
The Ralman-Bucy filter presents a precise way of obtaining- such an estimat.e.
1 ) Sta.fenzent of the Filtering Problenz: Given the linear
dynamic st.ochast.icsystem
d

- 6x(t) =

dt

Ao(t)Gx(f)

+ Bo(t)Gu(t)+ E ( f )

(SS)

and the 1inea.rstochastic measurement equation

OF
P L ITRUE
kT
STATE xltl

STbTE

‘I

ESTIMATED DEVLATION
FROM TDEbL STATE

RESF01158 lolil

XOTE

111 0 111 C 111, bND eolIlCAN
PRECOUPSTE~~SO~~~L~~EI

THE MATRICES

ILL BE

Fig. 9. Structure of linearized KaIman-Bucy filter for general time
varying case. Underlined symbols indicate boldface.

so t,hat

z,(t) = E{ ( 6 x ( t ) - 6 2 ( t ) ) ( S x ( t )

and covariance mat.rix Eo [see (G9)].
Given t.he measured signal SZ(T) for all T E [to, t ] .
Find a vector 6 i ( t ) ? an est.imate of the true 6 x ( f ) -\vhich
is “optimal” in a mll-defined statistical sense.
We remark that. the linear-Gaussian nature of t.hc hypotheses allows us to define a variety of optimization
criteria (least squares, minimum variance, maximum likelihood, etc.). They d l 1ea.d to t.he same a,nswer. For esample, one can show t,ha.t.t,he preceding assumptions imply
tha.t,the a posteriori densit.y funct.ion of 6 x ( t ) .

zo(to)=

(init,ial covnria.nce matrix of xo). (99)

Eo

The structure of the linearized Ihlman-Bucy filteris
illustrated in Fig. 9. Wc remark t11a.t.: a) & ( t ) and hence
Ho(t)are precomputable so that all gains in the I<a.lmanBucy filter can be prcdct.erminrd; b) the actual estimate
6 i ( t ) must be generated on linc as a function of the actua.1
6z(t); and c) as sho\~-nin Fig. 9, oncc 6 i ( f ) has been obtained, one can const.ruct an estimate f ( t ) of t,he t,rue plant
state x ( t ) by
i ( t ) = xo(t)

2 ) TheKalwmn-BucyFilter:

The optimalestimat,e

6 i ( t ) is genera.t,edby
d
-

dt-

6 i ( t ) = Ao(t)GS(t)

+ Bo(t)Gu(t)
+ Ho(t) [ W t ) - Co(t>6qt)l

(92)

starting at. the initial condition
&;(to)

The filt.er gain
matrix

Ho(t)

= 6x0 =

x0

- xo(t0).

Ho(t)given
is
=

by

zo(t>C,’(t)O-l(t)

where zo(t)is t,he convariance
vector
error
6x(t)

-

(93)

E. Steady-Sta,te K

~

,

(94)

(95)

= 0

~ FilteT
~ ~

~

~

-

B

Significant. practical advant.ages occur if the following
are true.
1) The 1inea.rized system defined by (SS) and (S9) is
time invariant, i.e.,

Ao(t) = A,
&(t) = Bo
Co(t) = Co

=
=
=

constant matrix
constant. matrix
consta,nt
mat,rix.

~ ( t =
) E = const.ant matrix
@(t) = 8 = const,ant. mat.rix.

3) The
time
initial
to, at, which obscrvat,ions
started
have
is in the distant past,i.e.,
to+

It turns out that,
E’{Sx(t) - Gi(t)j

+ Si(1)

2) The noise statist,ics a.re stationary, Le.,

mat.rix of the estimation
6i(t).

(97)

- 6i(t))‘{.

(96)

-a.

We remark t,hat the
linearized system will be t,imeinvariant if (compare
with
Section
III-J) one desires to
control

~

~

~~

.
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case. I n this issue, [29]-[31] present alternate viexvpoints
and derivations.Often the derivationsareobtainedfor
the discrete t,ime casc a.nd using limiting a.rguments the
cont.inuous time version can be obt.ained if proper care is
exercised. Both proba.bilistic and deterministic deriva.tions
are available in t.he 1iterat)ure(see [29]).

G . Discussion
Most of the difficulties tha.t a.re encountered with the
Kalman-Bucy
filter
are primarily relat.ed to: 1) model
Ho CAS
THE
mismatching (i.e., the model used in the implement.at.ionof
different tha.n the physical
Fig. 10. Struct.ure of steady-state Kalman-Bucy filter, which can t.he Kalma,n-Bucy filteris
be realized wit.h t,ime-invariant gainelements using an analog process), and 2 ) correct. selection of Bo, and the white noise
computer. Underlined symbols indicate boldface.
intensit,. ma.trices E ( f ) and @ ( t ) . In pure filtering situations these contribute to the so-called divergence of the
the nonlinear system about a constant, equilibrium condi- Iialman-Bucy filter (see [32]). There are sevcral analyses
tion so that applicat.ion of a constant. uoyields a. const.ant, that have been carried out that considered the effects and
state x. and, hence, a const>ant out.put yo.
implications of selecting the wrong covariancematrices
Under t.hese assumptions t.he estimat.e G?(t) can be (see, for example, [33, pp. 37G-4191, [34], a.nd [35]). The
generated by the steady-state Kalman-Bucy filter
existence of unknown biases in the noises t(t)and O ( t ) are
not) astroublesome since theycan be estimatedby a n
d
- G i ( t ) = AoG?(t)
BoGu(t)
& [ S Z ( t ) - cos?(t>] (101)
augmentedIialman-Bucyfilter,[36],
a.t. t.he expense of
dt
int.roducing addit,ional stat.e variables. Some research ef5?(t,) = x 0 - xo.
(102) forts have been directed toward simultaneous estimation
of the state variables and the int,ensity matrices (see [32]
The filt.er gain matrix & is constant, and is given by
and [37]). Encouraging preliminary results have been obri, = i0Co’@-1.
(103) tained [3S] for the elimination of bia,s errors due t.0 model
mismat.ching byintegratingthe
residuals(innova.tions
The constant spmmet.ric (atleast) positive scmidefinit.e process). See also [ M I .
matrix io
isinterpretedast4hest.eady-stateestimation
The sensitivity, andpossible divergence, of tllc Kalmanerrorcovariancematrix,
and it. satisfies the algebraic Bucy filter is thenintimatelyrelatedtothe
modeling
Riccat,i mat,rix equat.ion
issues. If n-e view the (wrong) linearized model as a con0 = A&
io&,’ I - ~oCo’@-’Co~o. (104) st.raint,,t.hen the engineer canattempt,to minimize the
filter sensitivity by t<he judicious choice of the intensity
The constant matrix iocan be computed by several meth- matrices s(t) (or E ) a.nd @(t) (or 0 ) .Considerable success
ods.8 In particular,
has been obtained in certain classes of application problems
inio= lim ~ ~ ( 7 )
105) (reentry vehicle tracking,orbitdeterminat.ion)by
*m
crea.sing theintensity
nmtrix ~ ( t t) o compensatefor
modeling errors, which arise primarily in the dynamical
where
equa.tions. However,thesetechniques
were developed
only a.ft,er ext,ensive Monte-Carlosimulations andtrialand-errorapproaches. There is need for syst,emat.ic approaches
to t,his most. import,ant problem of selecting ~ ( t )
106)
and @(t), and this represents a n excit,ing research area.
The structure of the stcady-state Ihlman-Bucy filt.er is
Loosely speaking, the effect, of increasing the magnitude
shown in Fig. 10. 1t.smajor practical advantage is t,hat isit of the int,ensity matrix ~ ( t (fake
)
plant noise) results in
characterizedbyconstant.gains
and, hence, it. can be larger va,lues of t.he errorcovariancematrix
&(t) [see
readily realizcd via analog computer network clemcnts.
(98) a.nd (104)] and tjhis leads t.0 an increase in tlhe filter
gain mat.rix Ho(t) [see (94) and (103) 1. &ualit,atively speakF . Derivations of the Kalman-Bucy Filter
ing, t,heresiduals are then weighted more (the filter is
Sincc the original publicat.ions of Kalman [27] and paying more attentionto t.he actual rneasuremcnts to
Kalman and Bucy [28], t.here have been many different compensate for errors in the a priori values of A , ( [ ) , Bo(t),
derivat,ions of these results, each contributing to enhanced E ( t ) , @(t) and Bo) and one obt,ainsa high-gain filter.
)
t.he filter to have a wider
undershndingtothcadva,ntagesand
shortcomings of Thus, a.n increase in ~ ( tcauses
bandwidt,h. This bandwidth interpret.ation is useful since
these t.echniques, as wcll as extensions to t.henonlinear
an increased s(t) means t.hat.the plant whit,e noise t ( t ) has
more power and, hence, causes more “wiggles” in t.he
* The sametechniques that can be used in the solution of the alge- act.ua1state x ( t ) ; t,he filter must est.imate these wiggles in
braic Riccati equation for the linear-quadratic problem [16]-[19]
x ( t ) , andthis requireshigherbandwidth.
Of course, a
can also be used to solve (104).See also [ 2 6 ] .
bND

NOTE.

LLL

+

+

+

+

,<..

higher bandwidth passes more of t.he measurement noise on thecontrol correction vector 6u(t). Hence, one can now
think of the final step of the design processes as the teche(t) and this is the price tha.t one must pay. Hence, t,he
niques
necessary for generating on line the cont.ro1correcchoice of distinct pairs of a(t) and O ( t ) by the designer
tion
vector.
&u(t)as a funct,ion of t,he measurement.s so as
canbeint,erpretedas
one may of controllingt,he filt.er
bandwidth. In fact, it. appears-that, the class of applica- t.0 keep 6 x ( t ) small.
The remarkable propertyof t.he LQG cont.ro1problem is
tions in which increased values of ~ ( t “cured”
)
the sensit.hat t,he opt,imal controlcorrect,ion 6u(t) is generated from
tivity of the Kalman-Bucy filter were characterized by
theestimatedstatedeviation
6 i ( t ) , generatedby
the
relatively accurate measurements [low values of 0( t )1.
The preceding discussions point, out the relative effects Kalman-Bucy filt.er by means of the relationship
of using white versus colored noise in the modeling stage.
6u(t) = -Go(t)Gi(t)
(107)
If we model t,he pla.ntuncertainties ascolored noise (which
may be more realist,ic since modeling errors are certa.inly where t,he gainmatrix Go(t) is precisely the one determined
not white), then we may get a better filt,er but at the ex- in t.he solution of the deterministic linear-quadrat.ic probpense of addingextra&atevariablesinthedynamics.
lem (see Section 111-G). Recalltha.t. the deterministic
-The issue of using colored measurement noise has been in- solution was
vest,igat,ed (see, forexample,, [6, pp. 400-4071,[33, pp.
6 ~ ( t=
) -Go(t)Gx(t)
(108)
333-3461) ; it,saccurate modeling mill certainly yield bet,ter
results than its replacement
d h m7hit.e noise. However, in under the assumptiont>hat, the completestateperturthe majorit,y of applications measurement noise is a wide- bationvector
6 x ( t ) is measured exactly. Furthermore,
band process, while t,he bandwidth of the system is much r e d l that in the stat,ement and solut.ion of the filtering
smaller. Hence, in such applicat,ions, one would not expect, problem (see Section IV-D) the control correction vector
too much improvement, by t.he more accurat,e modelingof 6u(t) mas a.ssumeddeterministic.Clearly,from
(107),
the measurement noise.
6u(t) is not deterministic (since G ( t ) is a random process).
I n short,,thereare
no generaltechniquescurrently
Thus, it is neither apparent, nor intuitivelyobvious why
available that can be a.pplied witah confidence by the de- the generation of t-he control correction vect.or according
signer when he has to select the noise int,ensity mat,rices t.0 (107) should be optimal since in the true stochast.ic
s(t) and @(t). Xonetheless,physicalintuition,common
problem: 1) t,he det,erministicassumptionson 6x(t) that
sense, and off-line simulationsrepresent effective tools led to the generation of Go(t) are violated, and 2) the dethat, havebeen used to obtain excellent. designs.
terministic assumptions on6u(t) t,hat, led to the generation
This brings us t.0 a final word of mution. The ad hoc of 6 i ( t ) are also violated.
techniques that have been developed for decreasing t,he
Thus, t-he purpose of t,his sect,ion is to precisely state
sensitivity of Kalman-Bucy filt.ers do not necessarily how the overall LQG problem solution separa.t.esinto the
carry over when t,he problem is one of stochastic control solution of a linear-quadratic deterministic problem and
(in which t,he Kalman-Bucy filter is a subsystem
in the t,he so1ut)ionof a linear-Gaussian estimation problem. The
compensat,or). Manyof the sensitivit,y problemsthat arise key theorem that shows this propert-y is often called the
in filt.ering can be h e e d to t,he lack of a valid trajectory separationtheorem (see [6, pp. 4084321, [24, pp. 256forlinearizationpurposes.
I n t h e contxol problem,one
2921, and [39]-[42]).
does have a much more valid trajectory, uo(t),x o ( t ) , yo(t),
on which to ba.se t.he linearizations. The reason is that, one B. LQG Problem
would select the control to keep the system nea,r its deWe have seen in Section IV-CS that the (approxima,te)
sired precomput,ed t,rajectory. Hence, even if a Kalmanlinearized
relation between tjhe actual st,ate deviation vecBucy filt,er is by itself relatively sensitive, this does not
tor
6x(t) and the control correction vector 6u(t) is
necessarily imply that, when it isused inthecontrol
problem(aspart,
of the compensator), the closed-loop
6X(t) = Ao(t)Gx(t)
Bo(t)Gu(t) t ( t )
(109)
cont,rol system will be as sensitive. 1nt.uitively speaking, in
while the true relationwas t,hat of (81) which includes t,he
the 1at.ter problem t,here are‘ many more feedback loops
that help to reduce sensitivity. Thus, the selection of the effects of the higher order terms in the function a0(Sx(t),
mat.rices Eo, ~ ( t and
) @(t) by t,he designer should depend 6U (t)).
Simila.rly, we have seen that t.he (approximate) linon whet.her or not the problem is that of st.at.eestimation
earized measurement, relat,ion between 6z(t) a.nd 6 x ( t ) is
or stochast$ic control. Additiona.1 discussion on this point
will be presented in the sequel.
~ z ( t=
) co(t)6x(t) e(t)
(110)

+

+

+

V. STOCHASTIC
COWTROL
SYSTEM
DESIGN(STEP3)

A . Introduction
Wehave seenhow the linearized Kalman-Bucy filter
t,ime the estimated
can be designed so as to generate in real
deviation 6 i ( t ) of the act,ual plant state x ( t ) from its ideal
deterministic response xo(t). Of course 6 x ( t ) also depends

while t,he true relation was that of (83) which includes the
effects of the higher order terms in the function@0(6x(t)).
We canmotivatethe
use of qua.drat,ic criteriaby
mimicking the development of Section 111-F2 int,he
deterministic ca.se;there we remarked t.hat useof Taylor’s
t.heorem can be used t.0 justify t.he fact that the control
correction vector 6u(t) could be select.ed so as t,o “maxi-

mize the validity of the linearized model" by minimizing
the quadrat,ic cost. t o go [see (26) j

+1
T

J~

=

S~'(T)FJMT)

w(T)QO(T)WT)

+ 6 ~ ' ( ' T ) ~ ~ ( T ) 6 ~ ( 7 ) ](111)
C1T.

However, in our case Jo is a sca.lar-va.luedrandom variable,
I
I
,I
!~~Lhli\N_->uCy
ElL_TE_RjSLCC+LTS_ES_TViTgd
I
because both 6 x ( t ) and 6u(t) are randomprocesses.
I
I
I
To formulate then a meaningful optimizat,ion problem
LINEARIZED D Y " I A t J 1 CC O H P E N S A T O E
~~-~~
_ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ J
one needs to minimize a nonrandom scalar. Sincc the cost.
11. Overall dynamic compensator that generates control corfunct.iona1 Jo is random,then a. natural critcrionis to Fig.
rection vector 6u(t) from sensed signal 6 z ( t ) ,as well as its internal
decomposition. Underlined symbols indicate boldface.
minimize its expected va.lue 3, condit,ioned on past measurements upt.0 tlhe present valueof time t
7 0

,

4

E {JOlSz(u); t o 5 u 5 t } .

The use of the cost functional 7 0 implies that ~ v ewish to
LC
ma.ximizc on the avcragc t.he validity of our lincarizcd
stochastic models." Since F(t) and O ( t ) are It-hite, a.nd
hence most unpredictable, in individual cxpcriments they
may cause the system to deviate significantlyfrom the
region in which tlhe linearizationis morc or less valid.
Since we have no control over the specific outcome of the
u-lite noise processes, we cannot, guarantee the validity
of t.he linearizat,ion for any specific experimcnt. However,
we can at,tempt t.0 design t,he cont,rol system so as to optimize its average behavior.
1 ) Fol-mal Statement of the LQG Stochastic Control Problem: Given the linearized dynamical system (109) and the
linearized observationequation
(110). Given the measurement.s 6 z ( u ) , to 5 u 5 t. Find a system that. generatm
t.he control correction vector S U ( T ) , t 5 T 5 T such that
the average cost, t o go

1

5: = E { w ( T ) F ~ G ~ (+
T)

T

U

5

d
- 6 q t ) = Ao(t>Si(t)
dt

+ B,(t)Gu(t)
+ Ho(t)[6z(t)- CO(t)Gi(t)]

Gx(t0) =

x 0 - xo(t0)

Ho(t) = &(t)Co'(t)@-'(t)

(filter gain matrix)

(11s)
(119)
(120)

and & ( t ) is defined by the solution of thc filtcr matrix
Riccati equation

+ &(fMo'(t) +

d
- zo(t) = Ao(t)zo(f)
dt

- Bo(t)Co'(t)O-'(t)Co(t)Bo(t)

ti

zO(t0) = Bo.

(113)

is minimum. The weighting mat.rices Q ~ ( T ) ,R ~ ( T and
) , Fo
are those defined in Section 111-G1, while the statist,ical
propert,ies of the noises are t,hose given in Section IV-C4.
2 ) SepamtionTheorem: Solution of the LQG Stochastic
Control Problem: Theoptimal cont.ro1Correction vect,or
6u(t) is generated by (see Fig. 11)

- Go(t)GjS(t).

(117)

(Xote that Go(t) and Ko(t) do not depend on the statistics,
i.c., Bo, H ( t ) , O ( t ) , and the da.ta.6 z ( t ) ) .
Specijicication of F i ( t ) : The vcctor 6f(t) is generated by
the Kalman-Bucy filtrr (we Section 117-D) under the assumption that Su(t) is dcterministic, forgetting conlpletely
thc control problem. Thus

[~X'(T)QO(T)~X(T)

+ 6 b ! ' ( T ) R o ( T ) S ~ ( T ) jdT16z(U'); io 5

Su(t) =

Ko(T) = Fo.

(112)

(121)

(Sote that Ho(t) and &(t) are independent. of the control
problem weighting matrices Q o ( t ) ,Ro(t.),and Fo.)
It is also possible to evaluate the minimum value of expected cost to go (113). The expression is (["! p. 2901)

J*

=

+

6i(t)'Ko(t)62(t) t r [ K o ( t ) ~ o ( t ) ]

+ J*t r

(114)

+

~

(

7

E(T)j
)

SpeciJication. of G o ( t ) :The cont,rol gain matrix Go(t)
~ T t r [ ~ o ( ~ ) ~ o ( T ) ~ o - l ( T ) ~ o ' ( T ) ~ o ( T dT.
) ~ o ( (122)
T ) ]
isobtained by the solution of the deterministic linearquadratic problem (see Section 111-G), forgetting com- The last three terms in
(122) reflect t.he additiona.1 cost.
pletely the stochastic aspects. Thus
incurred due to the stochastic nature of the problem. The
G o ( t ) = Ro-'(t)Bo'(t)K0(t) (control
gain
matrix)
(115) second t.erm in (122) reflects t.he contribution due to t,he
currentuncertaintyinthest.ateestimate(asmeasured
where &(t) is defined by the solution of the control matrix by the error covariance matris Bo(t)); the third term in
Riccati equation
(122) reflect.s the contribution due t o future pla.nt uncertainty (as reflected by the intensity matrix E ( T ) , 7 E [t,
d
T I ) ;the last term reflects t,he effects of future uncert.aint.y
- Ko(t) = -Ko(t)Ao(t) - Ao'(t)Ko(t) - Qo(t)
CEt
in t,he state estimation (as reflected by t,he error covariKo(t)Bo(t)Ro-'(t)Bo'(t)Ko(~)
(116) ance matrix & ( T ) , T E [t, TI).

+
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3) Dkcussim: We shall now make some brief remarks
regarding the interpretation that should be attached to
the formal solution t.0 the'LQG problem.
First, we shall discuss how tradeoff studiesregarding
the accuracy aswell as thet,ype of sensors and a.ctuat,orsto
I
LINEARIZED DYMAt4IC
COMPENSATOR
I
be used affect. t.he solution to the control problem as a
I
'
A-(t) E A ( t ) - B ( I I E ( 1 ) - C ltl! ( 1 )
L - - - o - --0 - 5 - 0 - 2 - 2 _ - whole. Letus suppose trha.t.the weightingmatrices Fo,
Qo(t),a,nd &(t) have been somehow selected. In this con- Fig. 12. Alternate representation of compensator of Fig. 11. Underlined symbols indicate boldface.
t,ext., t,hesolution &(t) of the controlRiccatiequat.ion
(112) is available.
Sensor selection: Let ussuppose that we are faced with in the t,hird t,erm and indirectly via &(t) in the fourtrh
the problem of select.ing between t,wo types of sensors term.
which, except, for accuracy, ot,herwise perform t.he same
Even more interest,ing (off line and non-Xonte-Carlo!)
tasks. Suppose that. themore accurat.e sensor(s) is charac- txadeoffs canbecarried
outinthe
wisest. alloca.t.ion of
terized by ameasurement noise intensity mat.rix @(t) fundspa.rtly t.0 buy some better sensors, partly to buy
while the less accurate by @2(t), such that @(t) 5 O?(t). some better actuators, and part,ly to invest, in additional
On the other hand, t,he more accurat,e sensor(s) cost more engineering time for better modeling.
money. For each sensor, we can solve the filter problem
4 ) Compen.sator Interpretation: The preceding result,s can
Riccati equation (121) and obtain thecorresponding error be used to interpret t.he generation of the control correccovariance mat.rices, say, &(t) and &(t) ; it turns out. that, tion vector Fu(t) in terms of the measurement vect,or 6z(t)
&(t) 5 &(t), i.e., use of t,he more accurate sensor im- as a multi-input [6z(t)]multiout.put [6u(t)] compensator.
proves the estimat.ion accuracy. I n fact., from the filt,ering The compensator is a linear nth order time-varying dyvieu-point the increase in state estimat,ion accuracy may namicalsystem
wit.h compensator state vector 6 i ( t ) ,
justify t,he increase in monet,ary cost. However,
it does ~ o t compensator input vector Sz(t), and compensator output
necessarily follow that the expected improvement in the vector Su(t). The compensator has the following descripcontrolsystemperformance
will necessarily just.ify the tion.
monetary cost. The reason is that only the last term in
Conzpensa.tor state equation.:
t,heminimum cost functional (122)will decrease [since
&(t) 5 & ( t ) ] from the use of t.he more accurate sensor. d
However, the relative percenta.ge in increased performance - 6 i ( t ) = [Ao(t) - Bo(t)Go(t) - Ho(t)Co(t)]6i(t)
dt
. is also governed by the first three terms in (122). It. may
Ho(t)Sz(t). (123)
turn out that for a doubling of invested money we may
double estima.tion accuracy, but only buy a few percentCompensator 0utpu.t equation:
in improving the control syst.em performa.nce as measured
6u(t) = -Go(t)sf(t).
(124)
by (122). I n part,icular, if we assume that at t.he initial
time the statedeviat.ions are small, then we can carry out
Fig. 12 shows an alternate realization of this linear dyoff-line (non-Monte-Carlo)studies by examining essennamic compensator.
tially percentage changes in the last three t,erms of (122).
Sote that, the dynamics of this compensat.or are sumSimilar remarks can be made regarding the selection of
marized in the compensator syst>emma.t,rix
the number of sensors. I n our context., this would change
t.he Co(t) mat& (both dimension\vise and numerically) in
Ao(t) - Bo(t)Go(t) - Ho(t)Co(t) A &(t)
(125)
(120) and (121) ; this in t,urn will cha.nge the value of the
and that bot,h the control objectives [via Go(t)]and the
&(t) matrix that affects only t,he last term in (123).
stochast.ic aspects [via Ho(t) ] are simultaneously imporActuatorandmodelaccuracy
tracleoffs: I n asimilar
tant,. The separation is only reflect.ed in the fact that Go(t)
vein we can ca.rry out tradeoff studies m-hich involve the
and H o ( t )are computed independently.
selection of the plant noise intensity matrix z ( t ) . As we
have remarked before,'thismodels t.he tot,al uncert,aint.y
in
C. Steady-State LQG Problem
the dynamics (due to act,uator errors as well as modeling
errors). Let us suppose that, --e can buy two set,s of actuaWe have seen in the previous section that the dynamic
t,ors characterized by El(t) 5 q ( t ) so t.hat the first, are compensator derived via the separation theorem contains
moreaccurat>e(and more cost>ly)than the second. Once both thecontrol gainsof the deterministic linear-quadratic
more, from (121) we candeduce
that &(t) 5 &(t), controller and the Kalman-Bucy filter. As shown in Fig.
i.e., more money buys increased state est.imation a.ccuracy 11, the determination of this dyna.mic compensator hinges
(onecanmake
a similarargument, that more a.ccurat,e on the eva.luation of: 1) the filter gain matrix Ho(t),and 2)
modeling requires more engineering and experiment,at,ion the control gain ma.trix Go(t).
t,ime). As far as theeffects of less plant. uncertainty on the
We have seen in Sect.ion 111-1 t.hat.if our linearized syscont,rol system performance is concerned, different, values tem is t.ime invariant. andt,he control problem isopt,imized
of s ( t ) affect t.he last, two terms in the cost. (122), direct.ly over the semi-infinite cont.ro1 interva.1 (0,a), thenthe

+
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control gain matrix turns out. to be a constant, i.e., [see
(48)]the control is generated by
6u(t) =

- &Sx(t).

(126)

On the other hand, we have seen in Section IV-E t,ha.t,if
the linearized syst.em is time invariant, thenoise sta.t.istics
stationa.ry, and the initial t,ime to + - 00, then the est,imate S i ( t ) of Sx(t) is generat.ed by the st,eady-state Kalman-Bucy filter
d

-6i(t) =

dt

AoSi(t)

+ BoFu(t) + &0[6z(t) - Cosi(t)]

I LINEARIZED
TIME
INVARIANT

L_

(127)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -DYNAMIC
_ _ _ - -COMPENSATOR
-------

I

J

Fig. 13. Linear timeinvariant dynamic compensator that generates
6u(t) from 6z(t). Undelined symbols indicate boldface.

and it is characterized by the constant filter-gain matrix
HO.

Intuitively then, one can suspect that: 1)under suitable
assumpt,ions of timeinvariance, 2) whenever measurements have been made over a sufficiently long t.ime interval, and 3) if control is t o be exercised for an infinite time
into the future,
t.hen the separat-ion theorem may still
carry
through in the sense that t,hecontrolcorrectionvector
6u(t) is generated bythe
steady-&ateKalman-Bucy
filter est.imate 6 i ( t ) according t.o the relation
6u(t) =

-&sa(t).

(128)

Indeed t,his is the case. It, remains to indicate precisely
the cost functional which is minimized.
1 ) Precise Statement of the Steady-State LQG Stochastic
Control Problem: Given the completely cont,rollable and
observable 1inea.rtime-invariant system
6 i ( t ) = AoSx(t)

+ BoGu(t) + E(t)

(129)

and the time-invariant measurement relation
6z(t) = co6x(t)

+ e(t).

(130)

is the solution t.0 t.he associated linear-quadraticdeterministic cont.ro1problem (see Sect,ion 111-I), i.e.,

Go = R ~ - ~ B , ~ K ~

(137)

where
satisfies the (control)algebraicRiccatiequation
[see (50) I
0

= -

kdo - Ao‘ko - Qo + &BoRo-’Bo‘ko.

(138)

Generation. of S i ( t ) : The vector S i ( t ) is generated on
line by the steady-state Kalman-Bucg filter

c1
S i ( t ) = AoGf(t) + Bo6u(t) + k o [ 6 z ( t )- C 0 6 i ( t ) ] .
dt

(139)

The constant, filt,er gain mat.rix H o is given by
f i o = &Cor@-’

(140)

where the matrix Zo sat,isfies the (filter) algebraic Riccat,i
equat.ion [see (104) ]
0

= BOA0

+ Ao’Zo +

8

- Boco’o-’coBo.

(141)

Suppose t.hat the noises E(t) and 0(t) are b0t.h Gaussian,
3 ) Stluctu.re of the Dyn.amic Compensator: The preceding
white, zero mean, mut.ually independent, and st,at.ionary, equations can be manipulated so as t o clarify t.he nature
ie.,
of t,he dynamic compensator which generat,es 6u(t) on the
basis
of the measurement, vector6 z ( t ) ,as shown in Fig. 13.
(131)
cov[E(t); 2;(7)]= &(t - T); H = E’ 2 0
This compensat,or is charact,erized by: a) its state vector
cov[e(t);e(7)]= 06(t - 7);o = O’ > O. (132) 6 2 ( t ) ;b) it,s input, vect,or Sz(t); e) its output vector 6u(t).
Find 6u((t) for all t E [ - T I TI, such that the cost func- By subst,ituting (136) into (139) we can obtain the stat,evariable characterization of the compensator
tional
d
+T
= [A0 - BOG,- koco]sl;(t) koFz(t)
j o= lim [6x’(t)Qo6x(t) 6u’(t)Ro6u(t)]
dl (133)
dt
T+m 2T
-T
6u(t) = - G,Si(t).
(142)
is minimized, where the weighting mat.rices Qo a.nd Ro are

+

+

such that
Qo =

00‘
20

(134)

Ro

RO’

> 0.

(135)

=

2) Solutwn of the Steady-State LQG Control Problem: The
opt.imal cont,rol correction vector 6u(t) is given by

(136)

6u(t) = - & i ( t ) .

Generation of control gain matrix

Go:

The mat.rix GO

Since all matrices in (142) are const,ant., n-e conclude t.hat,
the requiredcompensator is linear and t>ime invariant,.
This, of course, is a major advantage from animplementation viewpoint; this compensat,or canbesynthesized
using analog conqxments.
The compensat,or, being linear and time invariant, can
be characterized by its transfer mat,rix M ( s ) [from 6z(t)
to Su(t)]
-e{6u(t)) = IM(s)G{62(t)}.

(143)
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filt,er problemsseparately does notimply that thesetwo
should besolved separately by two distinct design
M ( s ) = -&[sZ - Ao Bo&
HoCo]-'ko.(144) problems
groups and hooked together by the supervisor.
Under mild cont.rollability and observabi1it.y assumpt.ions unfortuna,tely, this is how the theorems have been used
it can be shown t,hat. bot,h t,he compensator as well as the in many engineering designs 1ea.ding to unsuccessful result,s. For this reason, we shall briefly elaborateont,he
closed-loop syst.em (about x. and uo) are strictly stable.
4) Dynamics of the Closecl-Loop System: By combining proper usage of this t,heorem.
I n general, if we could solve t,he overall nonlinear non(142) with (129) and (130) i t is easy t o deduce t,hat. the
quadratic stochastic control problem, the opt,imal design
closed-loop system satisfies the differential equat,ion
would 7wt obey this nice separat.ionproperty.Since we
-Bo&
cannot solve the t.rue problem, we employ t.he LQG approach to a.rrive at. a set of problenls t,hat we can solve.
The key question is then: What is available t,o t.he design
engineer t o control t,he goodness of the overall design so
that he can obtain a sat,isfact,ory system? The answer t o
An alternate st.at.erepresentation of the closed-loop syst.em this question, fort,he time-invariant design, is the select,ion
is obtained t.hrough the use of the state estimation error of the four ma.trices Qo,Ro, H, and 0.For any arbitmry
selection, the mat,hemat.ical problem separat,es. However,
vector
this does not mean that Qo,Ro, and 8,0 skould be seleckd
6 e ( t ) = 6 x ( t ) - 62(t).
(146) independently of each. other. The discussion of Section
17-B3 points this out toa certain degree since the changes
From (145) and (146) we obtain
in uncertainty by changes in H and 0 are modulated by
the va.lues of Ro and Qo (via KO)in the cost, (122).
Unfortunately, there seems t,o be no publishedliterature
on the preceding point, with the not,able except,ion of t.he
Po
note by Mendel [43]. We have a.lready commented t>hat
Qoand Rocan be used in the quadratic crit.erion t o maximize linearization va.lidit,y (see Section III-F). We have
also conlmented that, H and 0 can be used t.o communicate
The dynamic response of the closed-loop syst.em \vi11 be to themathemat,ics the exist.ence of modeling errors due t o
governed by t.he eigenvalues of the 211 X 272 matrix, tlhe linearization (see Section IV-C5). Clearly bothsets of
mat.rices are partlyused for t.he same purpose; hence, their
r0ot.s of the polynomial det (Po- XZ). But.
selection should not, be done independently.
Unfortunately,as
we have &ressed throughoutthis
paper,t.here are nosystematicproceduresavailablefor
trhespecification of Qo,Ro,8, and 0.Additiona.1theoret.ica1
= det(Ao - Bo& - AZ) det(Ao - HOCo
- AI).
research and applications are necessary. However,some
(148) qualitative properties of the overall design can be made,
by reexamining the implications of Sect,ion V-C4.
The preceding shows an ext,remely int.eresting property of
Let us suppose t,hat wefix Ro and 0 and examine the
t.he 212 eigenvalues (poles) of the closed-loop system. Half
effects of H a.nd Qo.Letussuppose
that, a large Qo is
of the eigenvalues ca.n be independently adjusted by the
selected; in this case we get high control gains and the
value of
(n-hich only depends on t,heweight>ingmatrices
deterministicsystem has high bandwidt.h, because half
Qoand Ro),
while the otherhalf are adjusted independently
of the poles of the closed-loop system (t.he eigenvalues of
by t.he value of H o (which onlydependson
the noise
A.
- Boko)are pushed away from the j w axis in t.he left
intensitymatrices H a.nd a),This shon-s st.ill another
half-plane. If a sma.11value of H is select,ed, t.hen the ba.ndseparabion. Since bot,h (Ao - BOGo)
and (Ao - hoco)
are
widt>hof the Kalman filter is small (t,o prevent t,he meastrict,ly stable mat.rices, it. follows that t,he overall closed
surement noise from pa.ssing through) ; t.hus t,heother ha.lf
loop system is stable.
of the poles of the closed-loop system (the eigenva.lues of
A. - Hoco)will be domina,nt, and thetransient 'response
D. Discussion
of the closed-loop system ,will be drasticallydiflerent from
We conclude this sect,ion 1vit.h some remarks pertaining t h d of the deterministic one. On t.he ot.her hand, if t.here is
to t,he select.ion of the control weighting mat.rices and the large uncertaint.y in the syst>em dynamics (large H) and
noise intensity ma.t,rices.Our discussion will be prima.rily small measurement noise (low 0 ) the bandwidth of the
direct,ed t.o the time-invariant. design, alt,hough it is equally Kalman filter may be so la.rge t.hat only the eigenvalues
applica.ble t.0 the t.ime-varying one.
of A0 - Bokoare dominant; in t.his case, the transient
The fact that from a mathemat.ica1 point of view the response of t.he closed-loop system will approximate that
separationtheorem allows usto solve the control and of the det,erministic one.
The compensator t-ransfer matrix M ( s ) is given by

+

eo

+

VI. DISCUSSION
We have outlined the philosophy, assumptions, formulation, a.nd mathematicalcharact,erization of a design
process for controlling a nonlinear uncertain system about
a desired traject,ory,through the use of t,he so-called
LQG problem. This design process represents a relatively
well-understood byproduct of moderncontroltheory.
Of course, successful control systems have been designed
using alternate approaches. However, this design process
is characterized by a clear-cut division of responsibilities
between t,he modeling and the calculation aspects of the
problem.
We outline in the following paragraphs, for the sake of
completeness, the 13 key steps in thedesign process. All of
these are carried out
off-line; the on-line comput.ationa1
requirements are minimal. We have outlined the steps involved for t,he general nonstationarycase. The correspondof design are
ing steps for t,he stationa.ry steady-state type
given parenthetically.

weighting matrices Qo(t) (or Qo) ; %(t) (or Ro); Fo with due
consideration of the values of Zo; s ( t ) (or s);and @ ( t )
(or a).

Part D: Conirol Problem Calculations
Step 9: UsingmatricesestablishedinSteps
7 and 8,
solve backward in time t4he control Riccati equation
d

- Ko(t) =

dt

--Ko(t)Ao(t) - Ao‘(t)-Ko(t) - Qo(t)

+ Ko(t)Bo(t)Ro-’(t)Bo’(t)Ko(t);
Ko(T)

w

=

+

KOBORo-’Bo’Ko.)
Step 10: Using & ( t ) (or KO)
found in Step9 and appropriate matxices established in Steps7 and 8, determine the
cont,rol gain matrix
- Qo

Go(t) = Ro-’(t)Bo’(t)Ko(t).

of plant a.nd

Step 11: Using mabrices established
Steps
in
4,5, and 6
solve forward in time the filter Riccati equation
d
dt

- Eo(0 =

Ao(t)xo(t)

+ %(t)Ao’(t) + s ( t )

- ~o(t)Co’(t)O-’(t)Co(t)Bo(t);
BO(t0)

Y(t) = g(x(t)).

= Bo.

(In the stat,ionaryca.se find positive definite solution io
of
the algebraic Riccati equation 0 = A o i o i o A o s -

Step 3: Determine ideal input-state-output response

+

~oco’0-’coio.)

u o ( t ) (or uo): ideal input
xo(t) (or xo): ideal state response
yo(t) (or yo): ideal output response
for all t E [to, TI [or t E [to, m I.

+

Step 12: Using &(t) (or 20) and matrices established in
St.eps 5 and 7, determine the filter gain matrix
Ho(t)

Modeling
Part B: Stochastic

stationary
the(In

Step 4: Modeluncertaintyin

&, = Ro-lBo’ko.)

Part E: Filtering Problem Calculations

f(x(t), u(t>>.

Step 2: Determinedeterministicmodel
sensors; this yields

Fo.

(In the time-invariant. case find the positive definitesolut.ion K O of algebraic Ricca.ti equation 0 = - K o A o - AO’KO

(In the time-invariant case,

Part A : DeterministicModeling
Step 1: Determine deterministic model of actuators and
plant;
this
yields

=

=

Bo(t) C,’(t) @-‘(t).

case comput,e H

O =

%oCo’@-’.)

Part F: Construction of LinearizedDynamicCompensator

initia.1plantstate

select mean: z0= E{ x(t0)j
select covariance:
= cov[x(to);x(to)1.

Step 13: In the nonstat,ionary case, design (on a digital
computer) a data-processing algorithm that accepts a.n r
vector 6z(t) and generates an nt vector 6u(t) according to

Step 5: Model input uncertainty

Step 6: Model sensor uncertainty

Ao(t) = - , Bo(t)

= -

0

Step 8: Dependingondegree

, C,(t)

6u(t) = - 6 o s i ( t ) ) .
= -

ax(t)

*

of nonlinearity, select

This comdetes the off-line comput,at.ions. The system is
now readyto run in real timeasindicated
in Fig. 14.
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it is known [l]that there exists a unique choice Cofor C
which minimizes J for all c, provided t.hat Q, R sat.isfy the
following condit,ions: 1) R is a symmet,ric positive definit.e
matrix; 2 ) Q = LTL, with ( A , L ) observable. Define the
optimal transfer function mat.rix by
Go(s)

=

Co(sIn - A)-’B.

(4)

The closed-loop system (l),( 2 ) is optimal in the special
sense just defined, namely, that given A , B , &, R , the
choice C = Cominimizes J . The word optimal carries with
2 = AX
Bu;
~ ( 0=
)c
(1) it the suggestion that the system has desirable properties
where A , B are, respectively, n X and n X m , with m 5 in general, but of course this need not be t,he case. I n particular, it will be shoxm below that the optimal system has
n, and let feedback be applied according to
propert,ies which cannot usually be achieved in practice
u = -cx.
( 2 ) a.nd may have properties which a.re highly undesirable.

L

ET a controllable system be given with

+

If

J

=

J ( z ~ Q+
x uTRu)dt

11. PHASE
ADVANCE
It is known [l] that Cois given by

0
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Co

=

R-’BTP

(5)

where P is a symmet,ric posit.ive definite matrix satisfying
the usual mat,rix Riccati equation. It also follows [2] from
(4)that

-

lim sGo(s)
s-+

=

COB

(6)

